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FOR It114ED IATE RELEASE 
f·10REHEAD, Ky.--1-lorehead State University has received a "special commendation" 
from the NCAA's National Youth Sports Program Committee for "the outstanding manner" 
in which ~1SU conducted its 1987 NYSP camp. 
In a letter to MSU President C. Nelson Grote, NCAA officials cited the University 
for increasing the camp enrollment, for accommodating handicapped participants, and 
for generating "tremendou~ financial support'' from outside sources. 
Dr. Grote was notified by NCAA Assistant Executive Director Ruth M. Berkey 
of the University's recognition. 
"This summer camp offers area young people a unique opportunity to learn and 
enjoy fellowship through participation in a diversity of sports activities," Dr. 
Grote said. "We are proud of t4SU' s involvement in the NCAA-sponsored program. In 
fact, ~lore head State's Nation a 1 Youth Sports Camp \'las the first of more than 150 
of its kind to be held in rural areas;" he noted. 
The five-week day camp, funded by the federal government and co-sponsored 
by the Rowan County Board of Education, is open to eligible youth ages 10 through 
16, without regard to race, color, sex, handicap or nation,al origin. 
MSU has conducted the camp for nine years, according to Dr. Earl Bentley, chair 
of ~1SU' s Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, v1ho directs the 
camp. 
Last summer the program drew 403 participants, including visually-impaired and 
wheelchair-confined youngsters, according to Dr. Bentley. 
"We really are indebted to the Rowan County school officials and area merchants 
for their assistance with this very special program," Dr. Grote said. 
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FOR INI4EDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky.--The finals of the National College Cheerleading Championship 
competition, featuring Norehead State University's varsity cheerleaders, 11ill be 
shown on ESPN-TV at 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 14. 
In the Uni versa 1 Cheerleaders Association-sponsored contest, the HSU squad 
er.1erged as national champions for Division I in the finals which \'/ere held earlier 
this year in San Diego, Calif. 
Competing with NSU in the Division I finals were Furman, James f.ladison, George 
f·lason and Appalachian State universities. The finalists were selected fror.1 among 
1 more than 200 teams. 
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FOR I~U~EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two r~orehead State University faculty members are beginning 
their eighth year as editors of the Southern Social Studies Quarterly (SSSQ), 
the journal of the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies. 
They are Dr. Charles E. Holt, professor of history and an 11SU faculty member 
since 1968, and Dr. Kent Freeland, professor of education who joined the faculty 
in1977. 
Published twice yearly, the SSSQ is distributed to more than 300 subscribers 
·nationwide, including various libraries. The editorial duo also are responsible 
for a hlice a year newsletter for the Council. 
In addition to the editorial duties, the MSU educators also·present numerous 
regional and national workshops dealing with writing for publications, publishing 
ne1~sletters and ways to be more effective in classroom situations. 
I 
"Obviously, this is a task that we find stimulating and enjoyable or 11e 
would not continue as editors," said Dr. Holt, the immediate past president of 
the Kentucky Council. 
Designed primarily for social studies educators at the elementary, secondary 
and college levels, the journal draws manuscripts from all over the United States 
as well as Canada, with five or six articles published per issue. In addition to 
the editors, there are approximately 40 individuals across the nation who serve 
as 1~anuscri pt reviewers. 
"~<e are always looking for good articles, but we do reserve the right to ask 
the author to revise material or let us edit,'' Dr. Freeland said. 
Social studies educators r.my submit manuscripts to: Editor, SSSQ, UPO 738, 
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A Di\Y ON f•lSU'S CAt1PUS: A Picture Story 
·MOREHEAD, Ky.-~Forty-thre~ Russell Middle School st~~ents recently visitea 
the ~1or·e-head State University campus as part of the Ashland Oil, Inc.-sponsored 
''A Day on Campus'' program, which is designed to encourage students to begin thinking 
about a college education early on and to better prepare themselves to attend 
college. In addition to touring the campus, the sixth, seventh and eighth graders 
visited various academic departments where they saw displays and talked with 
faculty and students. Accompanying the gioup were Judy Justice, RMS'counselor, and 
Carolyn' Shelton, eighth grade teacher. 
Cutlines: 
1---Greeted by the ~ISU 'Eagle, the first stop for the Russell i'iiddle School students 
was MSU's Academic-Athletic Center for a brief orientation program and picture 
taldng session. 
2---Rhonda Baldwin, far right, MSU's recruitment activities coordinator, chats 
with RMS students Christie Risner and Tara Carte. 
3---Drafting caught the attention of l~elissa Scarberry and Shawn Kimberlain as 
Keith Wheeler of Ashland, a freshman in MSU's Department of Industrial Education 
and Technology, presents a demonstration. 
4---Barbara Barker, right, instructor in radiologic technology, explains how an 
x-ray is taken to Kim Corbin and Scott Sansom. 
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ASSOCIATES HONOR RETIREE 
,.· 
t~rs. ,o·a~'lene Payne, .at right, a.,membe~ .of NSU 1 s. sec~etaria',j• staff in the Sc[lOol' 
' - I ' 
1 11
1 1 1 '1 
of Educ~tion since 1969, reti'red on.Jan. 29. Before she left, however, her 
associates honored her with a reception and presented her with a framed Paul Sa~1yer 
print: Naking· the presentation v1ere Dr. Jim Bowman, associate dean for education, 
~. •, 
and Shirley Blair, coordinator of clinical and field experience for the school. 






Olive Hill Times, Journal-Enquirer, Greenup News, 
The Ledger Independent, Lewis County Herald . 
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SEN. ALLEN GREETS !·1SU CHEERLEADERS 
State Sen. Nelson Allen took time recently to meet and congratulate Morehead St~te 
Unive0sity's varsity cheerleaders. Presented to both the house and senate, the·· 
14-member squad won the Division I National College Cheerleading Char;1pionship 
competition earlier this year in Calif~rnia. Lined up to ~eceive the senator's, 
congratulations were, from left, Sandy Everman of Garrison, Terri Goss of Inez, 
Jill Irvin of__l'1oorefield and l·largaret Blackwell of Frankfort. 
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SEN. LEI-11\STER GREETS 1·1SU CHEERLEADERS 
State Sen. David Lel~aster took time recently to meet and congratulate l'lorehea:d State 
,I ' "' 
University's varsity cheerleading squad. Presented on the floor of both the·house 
and senate, the 14-member cheerleading squad won the Division I National College 
Cheerleading Championship earlier this year in California. In line to meet:t~e 
senator were, from left, Sandy Everman of Garrison, Terri Goss of· Inez, Jill .Irvin 
of 1·1ooref.ield and ~1argaret Blackwell of Frankfort. · 
(t.JSU photo by Ray Ilradl ey) 
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SEN. f•lA Y CONGRATULATES HSU CHEERLEADERS 
State ~en. Hoody Nay, right, congratulates Norehead State University clleerlead~;s 




the Di~ision I National College Cheerleading Champion~hip,title in San Diego·earlie~ ... 
this year. The 14-member squad 11as presented to both the house and senate. 
I 







Jackson Times, Elliott County News, Beattyvi 11 e 
Enter:prise, Salyersville Independent, 1-!enifeE 
County flews, Licking Valley Courier, 
Booneville ·sentinel, f.lorehead Ne1·1s, Wolfe 
Co,unty fle ... ws · 
' ' '. ·'~"'-'"---
. I 
!• 
f·lorehead flews, Licking Valley Courier, 
Big Sandy fle~1s, Le11is County Herald 
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REP. BLEVINS MEETS CHEERLEADERS 
State Rep .. _. Walter Blevins J1·., center, flanked by, t1orehead State University's . , , 
cheerl,'eade_.rs, was the sponsor of a resolution ad?p:ted by t.he House of Repres~ntative's' " 
recogniZing and commending the varsity cheerleaders for l'linning the National College 
, Cheerleading Championship Division I ti'tle i,n comRet,ition earlier this year, ih San 
Diego;·_.Calif. The 14-member squ'act.was introduced' in b6th the house and senate . 
With Re~~ Blevins are, from lef;, ~ob Eskridge of~helps, Barr~ Wolford of ~h~lps, 
Angie Brown of Clearfield, Melissa Collins of Morehead, Sandy Everman of Garrison, 
Terri G6ss-of Inez, Eddie Petry o~ South Shore, Leigh Claj Richardson of Sha~psburg, 
' ,, 
,Jill I,rvi.~ of t•1oorefield;' back row, t~ike. t-tcBeath, o'(L.exingto)i, Darold Giles of. 
' ' ' 
Louisvi]l~, Scott Cooke of Ashland and ~argaret An~ Blackwell of Frankfort. 




JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
EVENT: Problems in Broadcast Journalism Symposium 
SPEAKERS: . Gil Noble of WABC- TV, Ne11 York City 
Vic Carter, Peabody Award winning newsman with WSB-TV, Atlanta 
Dwight Ellis, vice president for minority and special services for 
the National Association of Broadcasters 
Dale Greer, MSU assistant professor of radio-television and former 
WAVE-TV news anchor. 
DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 9 
TIME: 2:30 p.m. 
SITE: Breckinridge Auditorium 
NOTE: Immediately following the 2:30 p.m. presentation, the nationally-prominent 
broadcasters will be available for media interviews. Please contact 
MSU's Office of Public Information, (606) 783-2030, if you plan to 
cover this event. 
2-2-88jy 
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THIS WEEK- AT ~IOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 7 - 13) 
Monday, Feb. 8 
7:30 P.f~. BASKETBALL: Eagles vs. University of Missouri-Kansas City, 
Academic-Athletic Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2500. 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 
2:30 P.M. SYMPOSIUM: Problems in Broadcast Journalism, Breckinridge Auditorium. 
Panel will include: Gil Noble of WABC-TV in New York City; Vic Carter of WSB-TV in 
Atlanta; Dwight Ellis of the National Association of Broadcasters and Dale Greer, 
MSU assistant professor of radio-television and a former war correspondent. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2668. 
7 P.~1. LECTURE: Gil Noble, president of National Black Archives of Film and 
Broadcasting, Inc., Breckinridge Auditorium. Additional information: (606) 783-2668. 
8 P.M. GUEST RECITAL: Eastern Kentucky University faculty trio, Baird Music 
Hall. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Thursday, Feb. 11 
4 P.M. BAND CLINIC, Baird Music Hall; thru Feb. 14. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2485. 
Friday, Feb. 12 
8 A.M.-11 P.M. REGIONAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SPEECH FESTIVAL, Breckinridge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2712. 
Saturday, Feb. 13 
8 A.M.-11_P.M. REGIONAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SPEECH FESTIVAL, Breckinridge. 




JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
EVENT: 7th District Summit 
DATE: Saturday, Feb. 6, 1988 
TI14E: 8:30 ,a.m. 
LOCATION: Adron Doran University Center 
KEYNOTER: U. S. Rep. Carl C. Perkins 
PURPOSE: To chart the region's future 
PARTICIPANTS: Business, educational, civic and political leaders from 23 
Eastern Kentucky counties " 
NOTE: Earlier this week, you received a news release highlighting the agenda 
for this day-long meeting called by U. S. Congressman Perkins and 14SU President 
C. Nelson Grote. Among the panelists and discussion leaders are numerous prominent 
1 eaders from the region--too many to even try to 1 i st here. Gov. l~i 1 ki nson a 1 so 
has been invited to participate. 
Your coverage of this event is encouraged as we expect some concrete proposals 
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SOHARD NOH I'IAJOR 
/•' 
A member of l·1orehead State University's Department of 1•1,ilitary Science for .the 
past three-and-a-half years, former U.S. Army Capt. Fred So\'lard, center, has· been 
promoted to the rank of major. Pinning on 'the gold oak l<;aves symbolic of 'their 
I 
dad's ·new rank are, nine-year-old Sarali, left, and 11-year-pld Jennifer. In July, 
Maj. So\'lard, his wife Diane, and family will leav~ Morehead to begin a three:year 
tour of duty in Europe. 
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liOTE: Myron Doan, squad adviser, is a 
graduate of Pendleton High School 
and the son of l·lary Doan, Falmouth. 
SPECIJl.L TO THE FALI•JOUTH OUTLOOK 
1•10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's varsity cheerleading team has won 
the Division I National College Cheerleading Championship. 
The competition, sponsored by the Universal Cheerleading Association, was 
held at Sea World in San Diego, Calif., Jan. 8-10. The contest will be televised 
over ESPN on Feb. 14 at 2 p.m. 
"\•le are extremely proud of these young people," f4SU President C. Nelson Grote 
said. "They are a talented, hard working group and their dedication has paid off, 
not only for them, but in bringing national attention to Morehead State University," 
Dr. Grote added. 
Ranked 11th in the nation last year, the ~JSU cheerleaders were one of five 
.Division I squads se)ected from more than 150 squads in preliminary competition to 
vie for the division's national title, according to l~yron Doan, assistant to the 
vice president for student development and squad adviser. 
Members of MSU's winning team are: Angie Brown, Clearfield junior; Margaret 
. Ann Blackwell, Frankfort junior; Melissa Collins, Morehead senior; Scott Cooke, 
Ashland graduate student; Robert Eskridge, Phelps sophomore; Saundra Leah Everman, 
Garrison sophomore; Darold Giles, Louisville junior; Terri Goss, Inez sophomore; 
Jill Irvin, Moorefield sophomore; f·,Jike McBeath, Lexington senior; Eddie Petry, 
South Shore freshman; Ronnie Pies, Harrison, Ohio, junior; Leigh Clay Richardson, 
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r . FAU!OUTII NATIVE ADVISES f•ISU CllEERLEADERS. 
Mor~hea~·state University's varsit; cheerleaders recent]j-00~.the Division I ·· 
•·,. 
National College Cheerleading Championship. Their adviie~ is Falmouth native·. 
Myron Doan who accompanied the squad to San Diego, Calif., for the competitio~; 
sponsored by the Universal Chee'rleading Association.-·' 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSRY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
**CORRECTION** 
A Jan. 30 news release from l~orehead State University stated activities for 
Black History ~lonth. Since that time the following program changes have 
been made. 
A lecture by Attallah Shabazz, originally scheduled for Feb. 16, has been 
changed to Feb. 24. The time and place remain the same. 
A performance by Saud Productions, originally scheduled for Feb. 23, has 
been changed to Feb. 26. The time will remain the same (7 p.m.) and 
the location has been changed to the Grill, Adron Doran University Center. 
#### 
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FOR HIHEDIATE RELEASE 
fiOREHEAD, Ky.--The f•lorehead State University men's and ~1omen' s bowling teams 
won the 1988 Southern Intercollegiate Bo~1l ing Conference Tournament (SIBC) in 
Savannah, Ga. 
The \'/omen's team won the three-game team event by 374 pins over the University 
of r.liami and defeated North Carolina State University in the nine-game team all-events 
contest by 779 pins. 
Individual team members accomplishments were: Sharon Owen, Bowling Green 
junior, won the singles competition (score of 687) and the individual all-events 
with a score of 1,952 for nine games (average 216); Christine Gawlik, Rolling 
l·leado\~s. Ill., freshman, won third place in the singles (619 score), and Lisa 
r.lcGinnis, Huntington, W.Va., sophomore, finished sixth in the singles (607 score) 
and second place in the all-events 11ith a score of 1,365 ( 207 average per game). 
The men's team 1~on the three-game team event competition with 3,377 pins, 
93 pins over the University of Nississippi and the nine-game team all-events 
liith 10,160 pins (an average of 225 per bowler, per game), which was 790 pins 
over North Carolina State University. 
Steve Todd, Waverly, W.Va., junior, bowled a perfect 300 game in the doubles 
event. This is the second time an HSU bowler has rolled a perfect game in the SIBC 
Tournament. Todd came in fourth place in the singles event with a 714 series. 
Lonnie Do~ms (718), Centerville, Ohio, freshman, and Scott Johnson (747), 
Dunbar, \I.Va., sophomore, 1~on the doubles event. In the nine-game individual 
all-events competition, Johnson finished in first place 1~ith a series of 2,124 
(23G average) and Todd finished in second place with a 2,082 series. 
Owen and Johnson were voted SIBC Bowlers of the Year--for their respective 
divisions. This award has been given to a male and a female b01~ler for three 
years and HSU has claimed the a1~ard five times out of six--three women and two 
men. 
On the national level, the men's team is ranked 14th and the ~/Omen's team 
is ranked sixth. 
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NEW.PANHELLENIC OFFICERS AT MSU 
,: 
·, ' 1 ., • l 
' ·-: . ' 
t1lorehead.State.University's' Panh~l,lenic 'co·~ncil .. has elec·t~d officers. for 1~iia., 
. :,•· ' ' ' ' . . ' ' 
I. •' I ' ! ' ' ,' •' ·, ' ' ' ,.. !·,) ' I ' ' •·,, ·, ,· i•. ' ',_ •• -•' 1 • 
Elected were,- front row from' left, Collee'n-Anastasia, West Chester, Ohio, 'f~eshmari;:: < .. '.: . ' ' . ' . . - " :· "·' 
,· 
secretary; Melissa Childs, Fairfield, Ohio, junior, rush chair; back ro\'1 ff,om left·;';-'' '· 
. , I . ' , . . ., -
Kareri F.rankl.in, Sciotoville, o'hio;· senior·,. presid,ent.; .. Stephanie Ru11yon, Little .· ..... , 
. . " ~ . . . . ' - " " ' . ' 
Hocking, Ohio, junior, vice president, and Marcella Satyer, Carver sophom~~e; .· 
treasure.r. The Council consists of re'presentatives . ' 
(NSU student photo by Jeff t~arshall) 
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FOR If.1t·1EDIATE RELEASE 
110REHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University will be visited by more than 600 
high school students from six states during the 30th annua 1 14SU Band Clinic 
scheduled Feb. 11-14. 
Students from Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Uest Virginia, Virg.inia and Pennsylvania 
will participate in four days of activities ranging from clinics to concerts. 
Sponsored by the Department of Music, the clinic provides young mus·icians an 
opportunity to work with nationally known high school and university guest conductors. 
t'lusic programs represented at the collegiate level include the univet·sities of Iowa 
and Florida, as well as Appa 1 a chi an, Purdue, Indiana and Bowling Green State 
Univet·sities. 
One of the highlights will be an Honor Band Concert, featuring six high school 
honor bands, scheduled for 1 p.m., Sunday, ~eb. 14. 
l•lSU musical ensembles will perform during the clinic in Duncan Recital Hall 
as follows: 
Thursday, Feb. 11, f·ISU Guitar and Jazz Ensemble, 7:30 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 12, l·1SU Percussion Ensemble, 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 13, t·lSU Symphony Band, 7:30 p.r.i. and 9 p.m. 
All concert performances are free and open to the public. 
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Feb. 6, J98H 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·NOREilEAD, Ky. ~lorehead State University's December 
graduates in~luded six Hath County residents who completed 
degree requirements during ctte fall semester. 
Gractua ting were: 
JOliN ANNA HAKEll, f!IiJilLESHOlW, All. 
FORREST L. MCKENZl£, SALT LiCK, HUS. 
TicRESA J. Sill ELDS , U\V lNGSV lLLr;, BllA. 
STEVE SNATHJ::RS, SHARPSBURG, HS. 
!IELUOY G ST~WART, SALT LI~K, HBA. 
JOHN G. WHITE, OWINGSVILLE, HUS. 
Q,,d-1-, ~-.,. Ne..> 5. [)L<.+\ oo K 
A-sh)c.~.)_ 1).,:, 1., rrJe.f. 
5h.,rc· .~) f\Jew> 
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Feb. 6, !988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·MuKEHEAU, Ky. --- Hor•l•cad State University's Dec~mber 
graduates irtcluded 17 !3oyd County residents who ~omplcted 
dr~v,r(~e requirements during the ra ll semt>ster. 
Grad ua t i ng were : 
J lJ u Y G • AU Ml ~ , i\ S 1i LA I'< D , B ll A • 
PATL\lCK D. AllAHS, CATLETT~GliRG, ~LS. 
ihH;AL!; KEITil AUK INS, ASHLA~~U, AH. 
MARY ALLl~ON AKHSTKONG, CATLETTSHUKG, HilA. 
'·IARStiA GAYLE JJUTL~K, CATLt:;TT~liUKG, Ult:. 
DAViD W. CLILEHAN, CAT~ETTSHURG, LS. 
GKt:;GO~Y A. CKlSP, CATL~TTSHUKG, HHA. 
JOliN H. DAVIS, ASHLAND, clnA. 
Dt\VlD UUUGLAS ELDEK, ASHLAND, HilA. 
SHAKLI~ t:. FAULKNER, ASHLAND, AHE. 
TUUU !l. FLA~ilNG, ASrlLANO, ~lA. 
SUSAN K. lliLUIAN, ASrlLAND, HilA. 
kATilLt:C.!~ HOLDKOUK, c\SHLAND, f;DA. 
LLOYD HOURE, ASHLAND, HS. 
J A~-( E S ~i . KEN E i\ U , ASH LA i·~ lJ , B S • 
JOliN H. iZENFKOE, ASHLAND, AMr:. 
Pi\ULr\ j<.. ~·JALKER, ASliLA~~U, HS. 
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Feb. 6, 198<; 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"NOREK~AD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Uecember 
graduates in~luded tl1ree Bracken County residents who completed 
' 
degree requirements dt1ring the tall semester. 
Graduating were: 
WILLETTA BARGER, DkOUKSVILLE, BUS, 
CARL E \-illiTE, AUGUSTA, llS. 
KIIOI;J)A J. \·IOOli, ,\L;Gl:STA, HA, 
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... ,.~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, !~ilK 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAS~ 
'NORE HEAD, Ky. ~lorehead State University's December 
graduates included two Breathitt County residents who completed 
degree requirements tlt1ring the fa.ll semester. 
Graduating were: 
RICHAKD LEt: AKNETT, LM\nKIC, llS. 
AUURY COMBS, JACKSON, AB. 
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Feb. 6, l~tiH 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's December 
graduates in~luded a Hullitt County resident wl1o completed 
l 
d~gree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating w·as: 
RlCHAKU S. VAUGHA~. LOUISVILLE, AB. 
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Feb. 6, ~~~8 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·~!OREliEAll, Ky. --- rlorehead State University's D~:cernber 
graduates included a Campbell County r~sident who completed 
! 
degree requirements duri[tg the fall semester. 
Graduating tva::;: 
TAMMIE HYKU, ALEXANURIA, BUS. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
-~IOR'~IIliAD, Ky. --- 1-lorehead State University's iJecember 
graduates included a Carroll County resident who completed 
degree requirements during tlle fall semester. 
Graduating \vas: 
Kli-LK~KLY L. LAWR~NC~. CAHRULLTUN, HA. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·N!illEllEAD, Ky. --- Horehead State University'B Oec:ember 
graduates included 17 Carter County resia~nts who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
PATTY A. 1>0i~0, ;·tUKElir:AU, DS. 
NANCY A. bKANllA~I, ~!OREHEAD, AAH. 
KAKE~ K. CAlN, ASHLANU, AH. 
NEYNON D. CAMPHELL JR., CRAYSIJN, BS. 
HAKY P DUVALL, GRAYSON, HSW. 
GLENDA RENE IIANEY, CAKTER CITY, JlBA. 
Jt.r'FREY L. l/UFFI'IAN, GRAYSON, BS. 
CHAKLES T. JAMES, OLIVE HILL, HBA. 
DANNY R. JOI,ES, flu REHEAD, r;S. 
LISA U JO~ES, OLIV~ IILLL, BSIL 
BARRY L. ~NIPP, OLiVE HiLL, BUS. 
DAWNA I< LUCt\5, RUSH, All. 
LOKEr-.' ,; • i-!ADDEN, HOKEIIEAD, AAS. 
JAHI RAYE PORTC:K, OLIVE IIILL, JlSIL 
A~GELA u. KAMEY, GRAYSoN, AK. 
PANDA H. REYNOLDS, oLIVE HILL, A8. 
JSN~Y STARK, OLIVE HILL, AD. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"r!OREIIEAIJ, Ky. Morehead State University's December 
graduates included two Clark County residents who completed 
degree requirements duriltg the fall semaster. 
Graduating \o/ere: 
GREGUNY K. Ci~UWt, WI~CHESTER, HS. 
GLEN~ E. ULIV~~. CL8AKFTELIJ, HSW. 
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Feb. b, !98S 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HOREHI::AD, Ky. Horehcad State Univ~rsity .. s December 
graduates included two Uav1ess County residents who completed 
d~grce requirement~ Juring the fall s~mester. 
Gradua t inp; loJ<--:re: 
WILLIS R. b~GLA~ll, tlW~NSHOKU, HA. 
DOUGLAS ROH~RTS, HOHEHEAD, AAH. 
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FUR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"NORELIEAIJ, Ky. --- !"-loretlead Stale University's IJeccrnber 
graduates incltided five Elliolt County residents wf1o completed 
degree require~ents during the fall semester. 
Grad ua tin g w t~ r e : 
C 0 N N IE II • A 0 K Ui S , SAN 1J Y flO 0 K , Ml E. 
CONNIE M. FANNLN, SANUY !lOOK, HUS, 
OAillZI::L liiE P. LEW lS, lSONV lLLI::, AilE. 
JERRY LEE LE\v lS, SA:'i!JY !lOOK, AH. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, lYoo 
FOR IHMEULATE RELEASE 
·~lllKEtiEAD, Ky. --- ~loret1ead State University's Oecember 
graduates inclurl~d five ~ayette County residents who completed 
' 
degree r~quirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating wer~: 
KELEN ARClSZ, L~Xl~GTUN, MAC. 
PHILLIP LAHUNT GRAY, LEXINGTON, CS. 
SHAKYL E. lDEN, HARll':TTA, HS. 
SHARI L. O'NEIL, LEO:UJGTO!l, AlL 
JACK W. SCALF, LEX!CiGTL>C<, HAC. 
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FOR Iti~!EDIATE RELEASE 
·r-~oRE!iEAIJ, Ky.--- f·lorehead SLate University""s lJl:c:.ember 
graduates included 12 Fleming County residents who completed 
degrt=!t'. r·equire.ments tiuring the fall sem~ster. 
Graduating tvere: 
JOY A. COX, lllLLStiORll, Ai·!E. 
ROY E. COX, 111LLSBOlZO, HA. 
MYRA f~Yl~, FLE~ITNGSBURG, liS. 
JANET LYNN GRAHAM, fLEMINGSBURG, AB. 
DAVID CHARLES CKAY, FLE!!INGSHUKG, Ad. 
HAkiTA S. HEFLIN, FLEHINGSHURC, HHA. 
TINA Y MILToN, WALLINGFORD, HS. 
PlliLLlP A. REYNOLDS, \J,\LLINGFORD, llliA. 
PAPIELA J. ROYSE, WALLINGFORD, AB. 
ANGELA K. STAGGS, FLE!IINGSHURG, AH. 
J LNrtY L THOH,\S, \!ALL lNGFORD, BS. 
REBECCA .J. \lEAVER, \vALLlNGFORD, AH. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Decemb~r 
graduates included seven Floyd County reoidents who completed 
) 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Grad ua t in g were : 
KAREN E. GIBSON, DRIFT, BS\V. 
GREGORY A. JONES, PRI~TER, BS. 
MELINDA G. MAJAKEY, MCDOWELL, AME. 
BRENDA S. MINIX, EH!IA, AHE. 
Atn"HONY \J. MOORE, GARl<ETT, JlS. 
HYRA SALISBURY, \JHEEL\IRIGilT, Ail. 
OONALU R. TACKETT, JR., GRETHEL, HUS. 
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FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky.--Horehead State University's December graduates included nine 
Greenup County residents who completed degree requirements during the fa 11 semester. 
PY 
Graduating 1~ere: 
Anita K. Archey, Greenup, A.f~.E. 
Anita R. Clay, Falls of Rough, M.A. 
Kelly Virgin Ginn, Oldtown, B.M.E. 
James B. Gray, St. Petersburg, Fla., A.M. 
Andrea Denise Hunter, Flatwoods, B.M. 
Kimberly Ray Kozee, Ashland, A.B. 
John K. Lynd, Flatwoods, B.U.S. 
Mark A. Potter, Flatwoods, A.B. 
Barbara E. Satterly, Grayson, M.A. 
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fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More~eacl State University~~ December 
graduates included a Hardin County resident who completed 
d2gree requirements dllring the fall semester. 
Graduating t;vas: 
ROSEMARIE K WORTHINGTON, HOREilEAD, JJHA. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead S[ate University's Derembcr 
graduates in~luded six Jefferson County residents who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
TINA KAillLEEti BURCtlETT, LOUISVILLE, BSI<. 
ANNICE GRAVES, LOUISVILLE, AH. 
JIJSEPII J, IRHU\, LOUISVILLE, BS. 
STEPI!ANIE HILLER, LOUISVILLE, HHE. 
SCUTT DAVID Oh'Et;, LOUISViLLE, liNE. 
TIIOHAS RATTEIUIA;;, AliCIIORAGE, BS. 
tot<.r't<:r- Jou.('f\o-/ 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, !YHil 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·HOREHEAD, Ky. ~lorehead State UnivPrsity's December 
graduates in~luded tWtl Jessamine County residents wl1o ~ompleted 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
G r a d ua tin g \V ere : 
HRIAN MOLLETT, KlCIIOLASVlLLE, UHE. 
SUNIJAE C. WELUL, NiCHOLASViLLE, liS. 
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Feb. u, 1988 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
'r!OKEHI':AD, Ky. Morehead State University's Oecember 
graduates included two Juttnson Cuur1ty reBidents who completed 
degree reqtiiremeltts durirtg tlte fall semester. 
Graduating 1vere: 
KENNETH GORDO~ RATLIFF, WITTENSVILLE, HBA. 
KIMBERLY A. STEVENS, STAffORDSVILLE, AAS. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HOREliEAll, Ky, ~iorehead State University's December 
graduates included two Kento11 County residents who completed 
degree requirements llHring the fa 11 semester. 
Graduating w~:~re: 
COLLEEN H BISHOP, FT. ~-IITC!IELL, AB. 
AHY K DORt/ACilER, EDGEWOOD, AlL 
Ke"-\-or~ G. R.ec.orc\e.r 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. I<V 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, !9HH 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·~lOREIIEAD, Ky.--- Norehead Stare University's December 
graduates included three Knott County residents who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Gradua ling were: 
KA~IALA t~. CUHrlS, iiAZAlUJ, AB. 
MARY KAY CUKNETT, FISTY, AH. 
BUtNAK.iJ S WICKU<., llOUSIE, AH. 
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Feb. 6, 19HH 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HUl\EHEAD, Ky. --- Horehead State University's December 
graduates included a Larue County resident who completed 
degree requiremt~nts during tlte fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
SHERRY LY!iCi ROARK, IIOIJGE:;VlLL~, All. 
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r-·eb. 6, 19~8 
fOK IMMEDiATE RELEASE 
"NOitEHEAD, Ky. --- Nurehead State University's Uec.ember 
~raduates included fuur Lawret1ce County residellts wt1o completed 
degree t'l-:!:quiremc.nt:-::: ~Juring the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
Dlii\tJA R. BURKE, CATLETTSBURG, liS. 
JENNIFER F. BURKE, MoREHEAD, HDA. 
HARY ALICE FRANCE, LOUISA, HS. 
LISA A. HOORE, LOUISA, BBA. 
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Feb. 6, !YH8 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State Univ~rsity"s Ue~ember 
graduates included a Leslie County resident who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
TERRI LY~N TURNER, SMILAX, AH. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·r-~oREilEAD, Ky. --- Norehead State. University's Dec12mber 
graduates included seven Letrher County residents who contpleted 
' 
degree reqtiirements during the fall semester. 
Uradua ting were: 
KATilERIN" fLUYll ADMlS, ~iEON, MIL 
TERRY ~ARKETT, lSOM, AH. 
HARlOli K, CALLAili\ii, ~Kl!Ita:, ~S. 
LURA A. CO(JPEK, JENKINS, AAH. 
LISA lJ. ClilSUN, \llilTES!lUKC, All. 
ELZIE KISER, JR., \Vlll'l't:SilUltG, !lilA. 
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FOR H1MED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 11 
Lewis County residents who completed degree requirements during the fall semester. 
py 
Graduating were: 
Jacqueline L. Adams, Vanceburg, M.A. 
Ginger Kaye Chatman, Vanceburg, A.B. 
Shirley Jean Fite; Vanceburg, M.B.A. 
Edith R. Hamm, Vanceburg, A.B. 
Paul D. Jordan, Vanceburg, A.B. 
l~illiam H. Kelly, Morehead, A.B. 
Kelly J. Lewis, Vanceburg, A.B. 
Tammy-J. Liles, Garrison, M.S.-
Vicki Lynn Lykins, Vanceburg, B.U.S. 
Thomas M. Stafford, Camp Dix, B.M. 
Dana Yates, Vanceburg, A.B. 
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Feb. 6, l98o 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
-~!UREHEAD, Ky. Horel1ead State University's December 
graduates incllided two ~ladison County residents wlto completed 
degree requirements during tlte fall semester. 
C:radua ting \.Jere: 
c;LEN!JA S. HUGHES, /'I{ESTUN~IJUl{(;, NA. 
JULIE A. TlWNE, RICI!NUND, MA. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky .--f4orehead State University's December graduates 
included seven Magoffin County residents who completed degree requirements 
during the fall semester. 
PY 
Graduating were: 
Melinda W. Call, Gray, A.M.E. 
Davie Collins, Royalton, A.B. 
t·larsha Ann Conley, Salyersville, A.A.S. 
Angela Howard, Salyersville, A.B. 
Jill P. Howard, Salyersville, A.B. 
Linda F. ~1ontgomery, Salyersville, A.B. 
Kimberly J. Patrick, salyersville, A.B. 
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PUBliC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 
Feb. 6, IYHH 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·Nt)!{t·_.iiEAlJ I Ky. ~lclrehead State University's Decemb~r 
graduates included cwo Narrin County residents \'tho completed 
dcg~ee requir~menrs during tl1e fall semester. 
Graduating tvere: 
Ct\ROLYi'-J J. llE:~TLEY, lNEZ, ANt:. 
ELll:AHI::Tfl SLONe, lNEl:, AAll. 
606-783-2030 
-.-r.8 *•~ s--------------~::-:::::PU~BUC.,.---=-IN:-:-FO-::RM=A=TION~ ... ,. ~ •• JUOOH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. b, l9HH 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's December 
graduates included ~even Mason County residents wlto completed 
degree requirements during tlte fall semester. 
Graduating wer<'·: 
ELIZABETH G. ENNOtlS, ~\AYSVILLE, i\B, 
JEFFREY C. FRAME, HAYSVILLE, BS. 
JUYCE A. COODl~G. rlAYSVlLLE, AB. 
KELLY KALB; MAYSVILLE, HHA. 
HARY NARTI\A HILLE!!, NAYSVILLE, BBA. 
I!IC!!ARD C. MILLER, I!AYSVILLE, AME. 




'aTe JAV 8----------------,--,.PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_nON..:_ 
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb, b, IY~I:i 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·HOREIIEAO, Ky. --- riorehead State University's llecemb~r 
graduates includ~d a ~ccreary County resid~nt who completed 
degree requiremettts during tt1e fall stmester. 
Graduating was: 
lJAVIlJA R. !HCKFURiJ, ~ALYt::KSVILLE, AH. 
111/ 1/11 ii 
1"\cCr=-;) Lu. Re.c.orJ. 
5 ... \':\e. n v· • \ \.,_ J::..,J.e p , 
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R e ""s----------------J-UOITH_PU_BUC_VN¥:-_,N_~-. -:"-RECJOR_JION_ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR mr~EDIATE RELEASE 
MORfHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 
five 1·1eni fee County residents who comp 1 eted degree requirements during the 
fa 11 semester. 
PY 
Graduating were: 
Glenna B. Adams, Frenchburg, A.M.E. 
f·1ichael A. Bailey, Morehead, A.A.S. 
Wilma Jean Land~um, Means, A.A.B. 
Rebecca Gaye Roach, Wellington, A.B. 
Denita J. Wilhoit, Wellington, B.B.A. 
#### 
Me.~• ~e.e. c._, . ~e..) s 
De:' I ':I L..--J.e. f.,_,.\ e "-j--
-aTe JAV 8,-----------------::-=PU_BUC __ I_NFO--RMA __ n_ON_ 
... ,.~ •• JUDITH YN'<ICY. DIRECTOR 
IIAOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR l!lMEOlATE RELEASE 
· '!OREHF.AD, Ky, --- ilorehead St:l te University's December 
graduates included five Hontgomery County reoiJents who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
LARRY D. LEE, MT. STERLING, US. 
WENUOLYN SALMONS, HT. STERLING, BS. 
LESLIE A. SPRADLIN, HT. STEKLING, HS. 
JArlES K. STULL, i-!T. STERLING, US. 
il LLLY W. WARI\EK, NT. STERLING, All. 
till if## 
-.-r.e vav B-----------------::-=PU_BUC __ .,..,IN:c:-FO:-:::-RM:=':"""A:-llON---... ,. l •• JUDITH Vfi.NCV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State University's December 
graduates included nine ~{organ County residents who completed 
degree retjlJirements during tlte fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
AUROKA II. CONN, \JEST LlllERTY, AB. 
JULiE ANN COOP, WEST Llll~KTY, llS. 
DANNY R. HANEY, WEST LlHEKTY, HBA. 
JAMlE N. IIILL, NALONE, All. 
PMIELA .J. iiO\;AKIJ, ROYALTON, All. 
PEGGY C. NEASEL, CANEY, BUS. 
LULU IL PERKY, WEST LlllERTY, BUS. 
JAMES K. SEKGE~T, WEST LIBERTY, AA. 
KATHY L STANDAFEK, WEST LlHERTY, AAS. 
11 if ;! ;j (t 
-.-r8 •• , B------------------PU_BllC __ IN_FO_RM_A_nON..:.._ ... ,. ' •• JUDITH VAACV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FUK IMMEUlATE KELEASE 
"NOKUIEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's December 
graduates included two Nelson County residents who completed 
degree r~quirements dllring tilt fall serna~t,~r. 
Graduating were: 
KOSCOE M. LINTON, UAKDSTUWN, AB. 
MAKTINA WALLS, FAIRFIELD, AB. 
i!il !I till 
-&T.e wav 8-----------------::-=PU_BUC ___ IN:-:-FO-:-::-RM-:-:A::--TION....,...... 
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 19!l8 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
· MOREIIEAD, Ky. -~- Morehead State University's De~ember 
graduates included a Nicholas County resident wlto completed 
degree requiremeLits during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
THOMAS CHRISTOPHER RODGERS, !IOKEUEAD, AH. 
{} 1! ;; if if 
-.-r8 ••• s-----------------:::-=:-:PU=-:-:-BUC-:-=-:-:=IN:-:-FO-=RM""'=-A=Jl~ON~ ... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YN>CY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, J98o 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MUKEI!EAU, Ky. --- Horehead State University"• December 
graduates included an Owsley COUlltY r~sident who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
SANUKA K. UULADI, MIIREHEAU, AH. 
U #Iii! 
-aTe JAV 8-----------------PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_n_ON_ 
... ,. I •• JUDITH YANCY. DiRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 0, 1988 
FUR IMMEDIATE KEL~ASE 
·~tUKEiiEAD, Ky. --- floret1ead State Univ~rsiLy's Uecember 
graduates included three Perry Couttty residents who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
KARLA SUZETTE FUGATE, HAZARD, AB. 
AUDREY OWEN, tiAZAKU, HS. 
KiUSTY M. 1-IULFE, f\tlKEHl::AD, BS. 
#iF#i~# 
9err'j Lo. ~e.v)s 
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-aT.e RAW s,---------------::-:=-PU:::-BUC __ IN_FO_RMA--::-_n_ON_ 
.... ~ •• JUDITH V/>J'CV, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 
Feb·. 6, 1 981l 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morel1cad State Univcrsitv's December . . 
graduates included 14 Pike County residents who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
CAROLYN S. HEVI~S, BELFKEY, AME. 
LULA N. BOWLl~G, PIKEVILLE, AHE. 
WAYNETTA T. BOWLING, HCCARR, AM~. 
KAREN SUE 3ROCK, PHYLLIS, AAS. 
Jl,\RilARA J. Ct\NTKELL, SHELBY GAP, AHE. 
VICKIE L. CI!AM6ERS, DORTON, AK. 
JAMES CLUSKY, PHELPS, AB, 
DIANA G. CRAWFORD, STONE, AHE. 
PATRICIA P UEAN, MCANDREWS, AHE. 
KATI!I FLETCHER, KHIPER, At-IE. 
CRYSTAL U. HARKRIS, PIKEVILLE, HS. 
JENNIF~R A~N SLONE, RACCOON, HHA. 
KE~UALL H. WRIGHT, MYRA, BRA. 
AKNA YATES, PIKEVILLE, AHE. 
606-783·2030 
Jl ppc,\c..c_},·,c.-. Kle.u5 L i<fe }'; 
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-aT.e vav 8-----------------,-=PU_BUC __ IN_FORM ___ A:-::TION--... ,.l •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
Feb. 6, l9H~ 
FOR IHM~DIATE RELEASE 
·NoRt:HEAU, Ky.--- Hor·ehead State University's December 
~7 . 
graduates included )i""J Ro\van County residents who completed 
) 
degree requirements during the fall semest~r. 
Graduating were: 
JOHN ALCORN, CLt:Al{FlELO, JH~A. 
N~LL BLAiW, i•!OREIII::AD, BUS. 
JERRY CClllP~R, MOREHEAD, KS. 
KUit:EitLY S. CORNETT, NOREHEAlJ, llS. 
!{OBIN L. COTTO;-.;, :-iORt:llEAD, tlS. 
JACKLYNN K. lJA~:LlNG, HOKEllt::AD, r•!A. 
GlNA !JAY, ;.HJitr:liEAIJ, !lS. 
SCOTT A lJUllLER, MOKEitEAIJ, AH. 
PATTY V. ELilRllJGE, liOKEIIEAIJ, Mit:. 
SUSAN FURit, MOREHEAD, HS. 
Hc\i{THA F HENDERSON, i·lUiU~HEAD, 3S. 
\H:N Illo LL !(. JONES, ;-10 t:Ell~AU, tiA. 
J AH It: JO LESTER, tlUKt: !lEAD, AD. 
JACK N. LEWIS, ~iUKEllEAU, bS. 
KLHHEKLY A. Ll~GKAPO, llOKEIIEAU, US. 
KERRY ~Ai LOGAN, HOKEiit:AD, AB. 
JUSr.PllUiE .HCCARTY, J:'ARNERS, AHE. 
TUUU JEROME HEAlJUWS, NUKEHEAU, UUS. 
CAROLYN B. HILLER, HOK~H~AU, AAS. 
JEFFEKY M. O'DELL, LEIVASY, HS. 
JJr:UKA RiLEY, r-.JOiU:HEAU, A a. 
PAUL GAitRElJ IWBERTS, 1-IUltr:IIEAIJ, J>S. 
CAIWL \L IWSE, CLioAKl'lELU, AHE. 
PAUL G. TACKETT, MOREHEAD, AH. 
lJANA C Ti(ENT, HOREHI:AU, HilA. 
DONNA ANN VANCE, S. WlLLlAflSUN, AAH. 
H lCliEL Ai;DK.El-: I.VALUEN, ~LACKS bURG, B~. 
ANGELA IJ. HALLS, IH.ONTON, Al:i. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. 'l:f 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR !!~MEDIATE RELEASE 
***A T T E N T I 0 N *** 
Since this list was prepared, the following names were added to the Ro~1an County 
list: 
Lamjin B. Atoh, 1·1orehead, ~1.A. 
Ahmad Tahir Dzulkifli, 1·1orehead, M.B.A. 
Edward Ghaza l ian, 11orehead, B.S. 
Krishan Hewairsenti, Morehead, B.S. 
Olisaeloka Oraelosi, Morehead, B.B.A. 
Johari Osman, Morehead, M.B.A. 
Iona Lynn Patrick, Morehead, A.B. 
Tony Sylvester Smith, Virgin Islands, ~1.A. 
PLEASE NOTE: This brings the total of Rowan County students up to 37. 
Mor-~le~J 1-Je..> ~ 
S I.." f q-; "S )0e-.> < 
{),;;., \;l ]::,J.eq. 
.. T.e vav B----------------::-=PU_BUC--,-,--,IN::-FO-:-::-RM=A:-nON ___... ,. I •• JUDITH Vf.NCV, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KV 40351 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FUR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- ~lorehead State University's De~ember 
graduates in~luded a Scott County resident who completed 
! 
degree requirements <luri11g tl1e fall semester. 
Graduating \·Ja s : 
ClNDY A. GULLETT, CORU,TII, All. 
606-783-2030 
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'aTe w 8,-----------------PU_BI..IC __ IN_FO_RM_A_n_ON_ .... ~ JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, l~HH 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HOKEIIEAD, Ky. --- :lorehead State University's December 
graduates included a Taylor County resident who completed 
degree rcquir~~ents during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
\HLLIA:-1 T. PARKER, i·IOREIIEAD, BHE. 
.. Te JAV 8------------------,-=PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_nON..:._ 
... ,. ~ •• JUOOH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb, 6, 1~8b 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
'NOREIIEAD, Ky. --- Horehead State University's December 
graduates included a Wayne County resident who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
G r a d ua t in g wa s : 
CINDY F ~ATTON, HOtiTICELLO, AB. 
ill/ 1111!1 
-aTe JAV B,-------------------,-,--PU_BUC __ IN,...FO_RM ___ A_n_ON_ 
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STAlE .UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
'HOREilEAD, Ky. --- ~!orehead State University's December 
graduates included a \·iolfe County resident who completed 
degree require~ents during the fall semester. 
Graduating t.Jas: 
JACK SlMPSuN, r:ULIIARE, HS. 
{lil#;fll 
l.)o \te G. 1\le,,.\5 
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-&T.e wav B~---------------::-::::PU=-:BI.JC;:.,-,:"IN~FO:,RM_::;.A;TION_:;; 
.... ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 19H8 
FOR IMMEDIATE RKLEASE 
·MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University"s De~ember 
graduates included an Adams (OH) County resident who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
MARILYN K. SPIKES, WEST UNION, HS. 
lillliil!l 
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... ,. I •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 6()6-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR Ir4MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 
l 
five Brown (OH) County residents ·who completed degree requirements during 
the fall semester. 
PY 
Graduating were: 
Leigh Anne Ellis, Sardinia, A.B. 
Douglas A. Ernst, Sardinia, B.B.A. 
Michael Shawn Mussinan, Ripley, B.B.A. 
Jane Rachel Powell, Georgetown, B.U.S. 
Rebecca Sue Stegbauer, Morehead, B.S. 
#### 
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-a.T.e JAV s,--------------~::-=:PU=:-:BUC:=:=IN:-:-FO-=RMA==Jl,.;ONc=­
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YN-ICY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·1-\0Rt:llEAD, Ky. }lorehead State University~s December 
graduates included two Hutler (OH) County residents who completed 
degree requirements duri11g the fall sem~ster. 
Graduating were: 
JULlE KAYE CONRAD, MIDDLETOWN, US. 
AMY K. MiLLER, NOREHEAlJ, nllA. 
!i !IIIIi II 
"('1.·, d). iAc.-\-.o"'" J D «t "c.\ 
c_·, "~'""'u-t·. S .... lo~rb<.n. rreSS 
-.-r.e vav 8-----------------:-=PU_BI..IC __ IN_FO_RM_A_nON_ ... ,.l •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1~88 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HUKEHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Uecember 
graduates included a Champaign (Oil) County resident who completed 
l 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
A!lY JO NICHOLAS, ST. PAKIS, AH. 
1/ ;I il !Ill 
The C.<:>u."'+'j tj.,os+e.r 
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-.-r.8 W B-----------------:::-:=-:PU~BUC:::,::..,-=-IN-:-FO=:RMA.:.;:..::.n.:::ON~ ... ,. I JUDITH VPK:.V. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 19o~ 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MUREtiEAD, Ky. --- Mor~tlead State University's December 
graduates included four Clermont (OH) Couuty residents who completed 
degree requirements d11ring the fall s~rnester. 
bradua ting \-Jere: 
JAt!ES RUSSELL IJA\iSON, JK., n:LlCITY, All. 
DllU< \1. HEt;DEilS(J:l, f.IOrlEHEAil, BS. 
STlcPHEt·i KEl Ttl HAYES, e!AS(JN, ;JHA. 
KAREN L SCIJROER, BATAVIA, HS. 
c.·,.,c.: I - s .... 6~r 6.,.., Pre ':>S 
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.. Te JAV s.-----------------:-:::-:PU_BI..IC __ IN=-FO_RM ___ A_nON_ 
... ,. ' •• JUDITH VNCV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
Fell. 6, l~o<l 
FOR IMMEDIATE R~LEASE 
-~1C>REllEAD, Ky. --- ~lorehdad State University's December 
graduates included a !Ja rke (Oil) County resident \Vho completed 
degree rcquir~ment~ during tho tall semesfer. 
Graduating wat:o: 
C 11 ){ l S T () P i I i' I( J il1·i C S t·l A R SHALL , CCH 0 N C 1 T Y , N A • 
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-.-r8 •• ., B---------------::-::::PU=:-:-BI.JC=I:=:N::-FO-=RMA==n=ON-= ... ,. ~ .•• JUDITH V/WCV, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, l9oH 
FIIR IMMEUIATE RELEASE 
·M(JKEHEAU, Ky. --- ~lorettcad State University's u~cember 
graduates included a Fairfield (UH) County resident who completed 
degree requirements d11ring tt1e fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
LOKi A JEWETT, LAhCASTER, AH. 
t!tir!tf# 
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-aTe JAV 8~------~----------=-=PU::.:BI..IC:.:.::~IN;FO_::.:.RM:;:_A::,:n_:ON~ 
... ,. ~ •• JUOOH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, !9B8 
FUR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·~lUREtlt:AD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's De~,,mber 
graduates in~luded a franklin (011) County resident who ~ompleted 
degree requirements dtiring the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
ELIZABETH A. MCIORE, GROVE CITY, NA. 
II !/II !! li 
-a-r8 .... s------------------:-=PU_BUC __ IN::-FO_RM ___ A_nON_ ... ,. I •• JUOITHYAACV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 6, !9HH 
fOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·HOREIIEAD, Ky. Noret1ead Statt> Univer::;ity ... s December 
graduates included six liamilton (Oil) County r~bidents ~;ho completed 
dt·gree requirements dtiring the fall samester. 
Graduating were: 
"fRACY LEE ALLINDI;R, CINCINNATI, AAB. 
MICIIAEL ANGEL, NORWOOD, A~. 
TLRIUE A. IIOLZNAN, t:INC !!\NAT!, BSH. 
RONALD l{. PIES, HARi-llSON, AAS. 
JOSE PH A:Hii ONY W ,\GO:E R, C INC INN 1\ TI, 1lBA. 
MIKE ALLEN WINTERHERGER, LOVELAND, AB. 
C:1i\i<·"""''+' 5ubt..o.rb"'" Prc::.5 ') 
\+ecr r\ s a " Re.c_<:> r J-
k,. e. \c. ~.l \-\e.rcc\,1 
PUBliC INFORMATION 
JUOOH VN<CV. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 198!3 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"f!OREI!EAD, Ky. Morehead State University's December 
graduates included two Hignland (Oil) County residents who completed 
degree re4uirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
JOSEPII IIARULO ELLISON, illLLSHOKU, MA, 
SANUKA JO STEWART, SARDINIA, AB. 
;; II ill! II 
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-aTe vav B-----------------::-=PU,--BUC ___ IN_FO_RM-==A::-::llON~ 
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR It4~1EDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University's December graduates included 
four Lawrence (OH) County residents who completed degree requirements 
during the fall semester. 
Graduating were: 
Peggy May Kimball, Chesapeake, B.B.A. 
Suzanne Michelle Lester, South Point, B.S. 
Leslie Scott Hiller, Ironton, B.M.E. 
Robert A. Van Nostrand, South Point, B.S. 
#### 
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-.-r8 *•' s----------------PU_BI..IC__:__IN_FO_RM_A_n...:.ON_ ... ,. I .•• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
· NOKEHEAI), Ky. --- ilorehead State University's December 
graduates included a Miami (Oii) County resic.Jent ~vho completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
LINDA J. llLOCI!El<, FARHERS, EDS. 
!IIIII II il 
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-&Te vav B-----------------c=-=PU=--BUC--IN-,-FO_RM-=-A_n_ON_ 
... ,.~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 6, l9e8 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"HQ!(J::iii::AD, Ky. ---Morehead State UniverBity'B Deeemb.or 
graduates included a 11uBkingum (011) County resident who completed 
degree requirements during the fall semester. 
Graduating was: 
i1ICHAEL JOSEI'II DURANT, ZANESVILLE, Jl~A. 
;f IF •i tl 1! 
-.-re JAV 8----------------PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_n..:..ON_ 
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Feb, 6, !988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·~10KEHEAU, Ky. --- Morehead State University's December 
graduates included a Ross (Ott) County resident who completed 
degree requiretnents during tt1e fall semester. 
Graduating was : 
MlCIIELE ANN SIGLLK, CHILLICOTHE, HSW. 
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Feb. 6, 198tl 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
"MllR~tiEAU, Ky. --- tlorehead State University's December 
graduates included five Scioto (011) County residents who completed 
degree requirements during the tall semester. 
Graduating were: 
i!l,!lOKA E. llAKNI'Y, ~ORTStlOUTil, BHA. 
JACQUELINE HURCIIETT, LUCASVILLE, AH. 
URIAN L CARVER, LUCASViLLE, HS. 
LISA KAY REED, LUCASVlLLr:, HilA. 
JOHN R. TUK:H:R, \>llEELERSilcRG, nS. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR H4MED IATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 
an Indiana resident who completed degree requirements during the fall semester. 
! 
Graduating was: 
Kenneth Andrew Williams, Bloomington, B.U.S. 
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FOR rr114ED IATE RELEASE 
MOR~HEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 
two Detroit, 14ich., residents who completed degree requirements during the 
fa 11 semester. 
Graduating were: 
Shaun Smith, B.S.W. 
Kim Marie Wallace, A.B. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IM~1ED IATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included a 
I 
Pittsburg; Pa., resident who completed degree requirements during the fall 
semester. 
Graduating ~1as: 
Susan Marie Mueller, A.A.S. 
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FOR m14EO lATE RELEASE 
f•10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's December graduates included 
I 
a Virginia resident who completed degree requirements during the fall 
semester. 
Graduating was: 
William Chester Gilbert Jr., Richmond, B.S. 
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FOR H1MED.IATE RELEASE 
f~ORtHEAD, Ky. --An Adams ( OH) County student graduated with honors from 
1·1orehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was: 
Marilyn Kay Spires of West Union, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
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FOR IMMEITIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Three Bath County students graduated with honors from Morehead 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Teresa J. Shields of Owingsville, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
Graduating ~1agna Cuin Laude was: 
Melody G. Stewart of Salt Lick, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Johnanna Baker of Middlesboro, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laud~ a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.9 to 4.0. To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a 
cumulative grade point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum Laude, 
a student must earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR Hli~EDIATE RELEASE 
t·10REHEAD, Ky. --Four Boyd County students graduated with honors from 
~1orehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
' 606-783-2030 
t·1ary Allison Armstrong of Catlettsburg, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude were: 
Donald Keith Adkins of Ashland, who earned an A.B. degree. 
David Wayne Coleman of Catlettsburg, who earned a B.S. degree. 
Gregory Alan Crisp of Catlettsburg, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.9 to 4.0 To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative 
grade point average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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FOR It4~1EDJATE RELEASE 
HOR~HEAD, Ky.--A Bracken County student graduated with honors from 
Morehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Willetta Ann Barger of Brooksville, who earned a B.U.S. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. 
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FOR I~IMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Four Brown (OH) County students graduated with honors from 
l 
Morehead'State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Douglas Anthony Ernst of Sardinia, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
Graduating ~1agna Cum Laude were: 
Leigh Anne Ellis of Sardinia, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Jane Rachel Powell of Georgeto~m. who earned a B.U.S. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Rebecca Sue Stegbauer of 14orehead, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. To graduate 14agna Cum Laude, a student must 
earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum 
Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point average od 3.40 to 3.59. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Three Carter County students graduated with honors from 
~1orehead!State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Neyman Darrell Campbell of Grayson, who earned a B.S. degree. 
Graduating Hagna Cum Laude was: 
Angela Dawn Ramey of Grayson, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Jeffrey L. Huffman of Grayson, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. To graduate Hagna Cum Laude, a student must 
earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum Laude, 
a student must earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --A Champaign ( OH) County student graduated \'tith honors from 
t·1orehead~ State University during its 1937 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Amy Jo Nicholas of St. Paris, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59 on a 4.00 scale. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Clermont (OH) County student graduated with honors from 
Horehead,State University-during its 1987 December Commencement. . . 
Graduating Cum Laude 1~as: 
Karen L. Schroer of Batavia, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59 on a 4.00 scale. 
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FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Daviess County student graduated with honors from 
' Morehead'State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating 1~ith Distinction was: 
Douglas Michael Roberts of Morehead, who earned an A.A.B. degree. 
Associate degree recipients who complete a minimum of 32 semester hours 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --A Fayette County ··student graduated with honors from 
Morehead!State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Sharyl Elizabeth Iden of Marietta, Ga., who earned ' B.S. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
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FOR mt1EDIATE RELEASE 
J 
t•10REHEAD, Ky.-- Tv10 Fleming County students graduated with honors from 
t1orehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Pame 1 a J. Royse of Wa 11 i ngford, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Graduating ~1agna Cum Laude was: 
Tina Y. Milton of Wallingford, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. To graduate l~agna Cum Laude, a student must 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR II4MEDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky. --A Floyd County student graduated with honors from Morehead 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Manga Cum Laude was: 
Myra A. Salisbury of Wheelwright, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Hagna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.60 to·3.89 on a 4.0 scale . 
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FOR It4t~ED lATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky. --A Greenup County student graduated with honors from 
' Morehead· State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Kimberly Rae Kazee of Ashland, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Jessamine County student graduated with honors from 
14orehead 
1
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Sundae Carmon Weldi of Nicholasville, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--A Knott County student graduated with honors from 14orehead 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was: 
~1ary Kay Cornett of Fisty, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.60 to 3.89 on a 4.0 scale. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Lawrence County student graduated with honors from 
J 
Morehead.State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was: 
Jennifer Frazier Burke of Morehead, who earned a B.B.A. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Lewis County student graduated with honors from t1orehead 
l 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating f;lagna Cum Laude was: 
Dana R. Yates of Vanceburg, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
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FOR I~1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Magoffin County students graduated with honors 
from Morehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was: 
Jill P. Howard of Salyersville, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Angela G. Howard of Salyersville, who earned an A.B. degree .. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum Laude, a student must 
earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Mason County student graduated 1~ith honors from 
J 
Morehead'State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Julie Maria Turner of Maysville, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59 on a 4.00 scale. 
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FOR If.1HED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky _--A ~1enifee County 'student graduated with honors from Morehead 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating 1·1agna Cum Laude ~1as: 
Denita Jo Wilhoit of Wellington, who earned a B.B.A: degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.60 to 3.89 on a 4.00 scale. 
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FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE 
f10REHEAD, Ky. --A Montgomery County student graduated with honors from 
l 
f·1orehead· State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Wendelyn Gayle Salmons of Mt. Sterling, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. 
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FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
t40REHEAD, Ky. --A Horgan County student graduated with honors from 
J 
14orehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating ~1agna Cum Laude was: 
Aurora H. Conn of v/est Liberty, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of E,3.60 to 3.89. 
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FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Nelson County student graduated with honors from Morehead 
State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Martina Denise Walls of Fairfield, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR H1f.1ED.IATE RELEASE 
t10R~HEAD, Ky. --A Perry County student graduated with honors from 
Morehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude was: 
Audrey Owen of Hazard, who earned a B.S. degree. 
To graduate ~1agna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
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FOR IMI~ED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Pike County students graduated with honors from 
t~oreheadl State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Magna Cum Laude 11as: 
Jennifer Ann Slone of Raccoon, ~tho earned a B.B.A. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Vickie Lynne Chambers of Dorton, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum Laude, a student must 
earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.40 to 3.59. 
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Feb. 6, 1988 
FOR II-1HEDIATE RELEASE 
~IOREHEAD, Ky. --Seven Rowan County students graduated with honors from 
~1orehead State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Summa Cum Laude was: 
Robin Lynn Cotton of Horehead, who earned a B.S. degree. 
Graduating t•lagna Cum Laude were: 
Jamie Jo Lester of ~1orehead, 1~ho earned an A.B. degree. 
606-783-2030 
Jeffery Hartin O'Dell of Leivasy, W.Va., who earned a B.S. degree. 
Debra Lynn Riley of ~1orehead, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Michael Andrew Walden of Blacksburg, Va., who earned a B.S. degree. 
Angela Dawn Walls of Ironton, Ohio, who earned an A.B. degree. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Scott Alan Dobler of Morehead, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Summa Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.9 to 4.0. To graduate Magna Cum Laude, a student must 
earn a cumulative grade point average of 3.60 to 3.89. To graduate Cum 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky. --A Scott County student graduated with honors from 
Morehead~State University during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Cindy Ann Gullett of Corinth, who earned an A.B. de~ree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59 on a 4.00 scale. 
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FOR If.IMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky. --A Wayne County student graduated with honors from ~lore head 
State Unjversity during its 1987 December Commencement. 
Graduating Cum Laude was: 
Cindy F. Patton of Monticello, who earned an A.B. degree. 
To graduate Cum Laude, a student must earn a cumulative grade point 
average of 3.40 to 3.59 on a 4.00 scale. 
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Feb. 8, 1988 
FOR H11·1ED IATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky. --~lorehead State University will join other cell eges and 
universities nationwide in presenting the satellite videoconference "AIDS: 
Future Campus Crisis?" on l~ednesday, Feb. 17. 
The conference, dealing with all aspects of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS), will be held in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, from 2 to 
4 p.m. 
"Ue've made every effort to make the campus community aware of the conference 
and anticipate support from students, faculty and staff, as well as the general 
.public," said t;Jadonna Huffman, director of residence education. The event is free 
and all interested persons are invited to attend, she added. 
The program, sponsored on HSU's campus by the Office of Student Development, 
will be as fo ll Olts: 
2 p.m.--Introduction and 1~elcome by John Cris~1ell, co-anchor at the ABC-TV 
affiliate in Dallas, Texas. 
2:05 p.m.--"AIDS: The Facts" ltill include panel members Dr. Peter J. Fischinger, 
United States Public Health Service AIDS Coordinator; Dr. Richard P. Keeling, AIDS 
Task Force chairman, American College Health Association and Department of Student 
Health director at the University of Virginia, and Paula VanNess, director of the 
llational AIDS Inforr~ation/Education Program, Centers for Disease Control. 
2:30-2:50 p.m.--Participants at HSU's program site may ask questions directly 
to the panel members in this live broadcast. 
2:50 p.m.--"1iiDS: The People" ~Jill feature representatives from such risk 
groups as intravenous drug users, recipients of blood transfusions, homosexuals 
and bisexuals, heterosexuals, and children of infected mothers. 
3:10-3:30 p.m.--Live question and answer session with panel members. 
3:30 p.m.--''AIDS: Focus on Education'' will discuss strategies and education 
on the college campus 1·1ith panel members Dr. Keeling, VanNess and Richard Wolitski, 
Campus Projects coordinator, AIDS Education Project at California State University. 
He is also founder/president of Students for AIDS Facts and Education (SAFE). 
3:30-3:50 p.m.--Question and answer session with panel members. 
-a-r.e JAW a· _________________ PU_BUC __ IN_FO_R_M_A_no_N_ 
... ,. ' •• JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 9, 1988 
FOR INHEDIATE RELEASE 
I~OREHEAD, Ky.--t~orehead State University will close t~onday, Feb. 15, in 
observance of President's Day. Offices will reopen and classes resume at 8 a.m. 
Tuesday, Feb.-16. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feu. 9, 1988 
FOR H<ll•lED !ATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky. --lvhen 1 ooki ng for that first job, co 11 ege graduates often find 
experience can be the deciding factor in whether or not they get a job interview. 
Thanks to a ne1'1 coopet·ative education supplemental grant, Horehead State 
Un i ve1·s ity students I'Ji 11 have the opportunity to gain work experience in their fie 1 d 
while still in school. 
Dr. Hichael Hopper, MSU's Career Planning and Placement director, has been 
awarded a $23,830 grant by the United States Department of Education to develop a 
working relationship with employers within and beyond MSU's service region. 
"It is important that students obtain practical experience before accepting 
any job," Dr. llopper said. "If 1'/e can give students this 11llile they are still 
in school, then it's to their advantage." 
The cooperative education program enables students to work in their field, 
receiving hands-on training while getting paid and receiving credit toward their 
degree. 
In the past, the problem has been finding businesses willing to participate 
in the program, according to Dr. Hopper. "The hours a student can 1·1ork don't a 1 ways 
coincide 1·1ith the time an er.1ployer needs 110rk completed," he said. 
To establish paying positions in the region, Salyersville native Paul Holbrook 
has been hired as a cooperative education job developer. He will visit prospective 
employers in the area, serve as liaison with I·ISU's faculty and adr.1inistrators, 





He also will coordinate the Commonwealth Work-Study Program, a financial 
aid assistance program sponsored by the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance 
Authority. Participating employers are reimbursed $1.50 per hour for each hour 
the student works. J.1SU currently has five students enrolled in this program. 
"I am looking forward to going out into the region and meeting the employers," 
said Holbrook, a former manager with Maloney's, Inc. "I am enthusiastic about 
this opportunity to help students gain experience because a degree no longer gets 
you a job." 
A former director of administration at the Carl D. Perkins Job Corp Center 
in Prestonsburg, Holbrook is a 1978 graduate of f·ISU. After attending college on 
an ROTC scholarship, he served four years in the U.S. Army and was discharged 
with the rank of captain. He currently is a member of the lOOth division reserve 
unit in Louisville. 
Holbrook and his wife Denise have three sons--Matthew, Joseph, and Brandon. 
He is the son of Bill Joseph of Royalton. 
###### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
HIGHLIGHTS FOR MARCH, 1988 
Art Exhibit, March 1-12, Barbara Kendrick, Gallery, Claypool-Young Art· Building, 
weekdays-8.a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturdays-9 a.m.-4 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2765. 
Phi Mu Alpha Talent Show, !~arch 3, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m., ticket required. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Kentucky Philological Association, March ·4-5, Adron Doran University Center, 
8:30 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2778. 
Arts in l·lorehead: Famous People Players presents "A Little Like Magic," March 5, 
Button Auditorium, 8 p~m., ticket required. Additional information: (606) 
783-2931. 
Walt Disney World job interviews, Reed Hall 419, 9 a.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2233. 
Boys 16th Regional Tournament, March 9-12, Academic-Athletic Center. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2031. 
f 
Faculty Chamber Music Recital, !~arch 10, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Spring Break; ~larch 14-18. No classes or office hours during this time. 
High School Art Exhibit, March 21-27, Gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, ~leekdays-
8 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday-9 a.m.-4 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2766. 
Faculty recital, March 22, Dr. William Bigham, clarinet, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
High School Art Day, March 23, Claypool-Young Art Building, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2766. 
Senior Opportunity Night, !·larch 23, Holiday Inn on Dixie Highuay, Louisville, 7 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2000. 
l•lilitary Science Eagle Invitational Drill l·leet, March 25-26, Button Drill Room 
and Laughlin Health Building, 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Additional information: (606) 
783-2050. 
Kentucky National Forensic League District Tournament, ~larch 25-27, 8reckinridge, 
8 a.m.-11 p.m. Additional· information: (606) 783-2712. 
FBLA Regional Conference, March 25, Adron Doran University Center and Button 




. •. ,_,· - , __ , ..
Admissions Open House, March 26, Adron Doran University Center, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2000. · 
1<1-IEA Instrumental Solo and Ensemble Contest, t.tarch 26, Baird l•lusic Hall, 9 a.m.-5 p.m .. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Founders Day, March 31, campuswide. 
PY 
Convocation, Button Auditorium, 10:25 a.m. 
Founders Day Luncheon, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, noon.·· 
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' ,,, EDUCATION TALK ·'.•;'' '';",. 
Sununit held at' I1orehead State University _were, from left, Rowan County 
Schools Superintendent Kenny· Bland, Dr. John Brock, state superintendent 
I ·, , 
. ·: 
of public instruction, and Dr. Jack Foster,' Education and Humanities 
Cabinet secretary. 
(HSU ·photo by Ray Bradley) 
jy 2-9-88 ',) 
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LOCAL LEADERS SHARE IDEAS 
•' 
Sharing their' perspectives .as· .to, major issues faced by Kentucky~ s 
I I(•, , • , I 
1 
.I • J , 
1 
. .,••. Seventh--District .during'the 'recent· "Summit"'meetirlg were, from le;,ft, 
,' _,h, '• ·: .. 
1
· ·.·:>·~- '~:, ' ' ··,· ... ···:· \',1' ,' ,· '..... ·--:·.·.· '·:· .. 
. ·. ', Rowan .Cm,mty Circuit Cler·k. Glep Williams_,, .Morehead Mayor Jack Roe- .and . 
. , : '. ';·. ' ' ' 
' 'I I Rona,ld J. Caudill; general manager of Park Ne>~spapers of Morehead. The 
,-
··.! '· day..: long· session design'ed to:· chart 
,., ; ' t • 
. 't. ''•, ,, ' 
new direcctions for the region drew 
nearly'250 leaders and concerned citizens from the 23:-county district 
' ' 
to Uorehead State University. 
" 
(MSU, photo by Ray Bv.adley) 
" 
' ' ' ',; 
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In bet\teen the day-long sessions•, three Summit participants took tir.1e to discuss 
its progress. Taking a brief time out were, from left, U.S. Rep. Carl C. (Chris) 
Perki~s, Morehead State Univers~ty,Pr~siden~ C. Nelson Grote, and State Rep. 
l 
Halt~r·Blevins, who served as a·discussion group leader. 
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'IIUDIENCE RESPONDS 
Seventh District Summit-goers, representing a broad cross-section of leaders 
and citizenry from Eastern Kentucky 1 i stened. intent 1 y. as Boyd County Schoo.l s · .. 
\ ' ' ., 
1.. 1 1 I 
Superintendent Delmis'Donta p~sed ·a que~tion to the paQel. 
I ' I ' : ' 
I I I I 
' I,, 
·.! .,' 
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PANELISTS. PONDER ISSUES . . 
Following the Summit keynote address, a six-member panel shared concerns for 
the region's future with the audience. They included, from left, Dr. John Brock, 
state.superintendent of public instruction; Roger Recktenwald of Prestonsburg, 
executive director of the Big Sandy Area Development District; Pike County 
Judge-Executive Paul Patton; Dr. Jack Foster, state secretary for education and 
hum~nities; Robert Matthews, Kentucky Appalachia Foundation boafd member, and 
Or. Gary Cox, executive director of the Council on Higher Education. 
(t1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
2-9-83jy 
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SUI·IIUT -GOERS . \ . ' .. 
Nearly 250 business, educational, political and civic leaders from 23 Eastefn·. 
Kentucky counties attended the Seventh District Summit at f·1orehead State Urii.ve~sity .. ·: 
recently. Attending the sessions were, Gene Cline, left; ·state representa:tive. 
' '. J 
for the 96th district, and the Rev. !li 11 f1Jesser of i\shl and,· \'lho found time .to · 
chat during a break. 
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SUNHIT- GOERS 
Nearly_ 250 business, educat.ioncll; political and civic ltfaders from 23 Eastern 
Kentu~ky counties attended. tt)·~- s'eventh District •Summit at 1·1orehead State· Univ~rsii) '' 
. ' . ' ' 
.. ' 
recently. l•larlene' Duffy of ,11aysville, left, Buffalo 'Trace .Area Development' District, 
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SEVENTH. DISTRICT' SU~llHT AT ~isu', 
' ' Nearl) 250 business·, educational, political and civic leaders from 23 Eastern 
' 
' ' .-.. ; 
Kentuci:y counties attended the:' Seventl1 District 'sun1mit at Horehead State University 
'' '· 
rece'n.t'iy. 
,,, ' . 
Keith Kappes, university relations director, assisted Susan Neff, 
, I 
circuit clerk of Wolfe Couhty, .as 'she, registered for the event. 
'' 
.(~lSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
·1.. . ' .,, 
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SUI·UUT -GOERS, 
Nearly, 250 business, educati'onal, political and civic leaders from 23 Eastern 
Kentucky counties attended· the'' Seventh District .Suramit at 1·1orehead State University 
recently. Ar:10ng those in attendance were, from left,, Gene Binion, Elliott County 
schools,superintenderit; Charles Sa~mons, Racel~nd ~chools .superintendent, and 
Jack,:F6~~er, state ,secretary of .. edu'cation and:·hu~~nities. '.-" 
'•' 
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· SUE·U~IT -GOERS 
I 
Nearly '250 business~ education~]·, civic and pdli~ical l~aders from 23 Eastern . '• ' . ' ' 
Kentucky. counties attended the Seventh Di;trict .Summit at f•1orehead State University 
' I ' I I I 
recently. Attending the day-l.ong sessions, were, frqm left, Richard 1·1acomb, 
Bellefonte mayor, and Charles Sammons, Raceland schools superintendent. 
· (11SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
2-9-80pf 
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', . SUf.lHIT -GOERS ·.1 I ,. 
Nearly 250 business, educational, political and civic leaders from 23 Eastern 
Kentucky counties attended the Seventh District Summit at l:lorehead State University·_ 
recently. Among those in attendance were Bill and Don~a ·Engle, concerned citizens 
from Hazard. 
U1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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' App~qximately 250 busirrcss, civic, _political and educatidn leaders as well as 
concerned citizens took part in the recent'Seventh District' Summit held at l-1orehead 
State University. Among those present i1ere, from left, G~ry Kidwell, a Lewis County 
' 
school _teacher; state l~ep. Gene Cline of Olive Hill; Le~Jis County Schools Supt. 
t•licha_el Forman and Clayton Lykins; a Le~tis County attorney. The summit was designed 
, ~o chart-new directions for the 23-county region. 
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Ar.10ng the school officials joining other Eastern Kentucky civic, business, political 
and education leaders for the Seventl1 District Summit held at Morehead State 
University were, from left, Russell Independent Schools Superintendent Fr~d.Nadden: 
.'·• • I 
and Dr. Curt Foutch, /lshlond Independent Scl10ols Superintendent. The summi,t 1·1as 
designed to chort new directions for the 23-county region. 
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. SUHI.JIT -GOERS· 
Nearly'250 business, 'educational ,.'·p.olitical and civic lea<jers from 23 Eastern 
·•·,· .. 
Kentucky counties attended the Sev-enth Di~trict"Summit at f·lorehead State University 
recently. Among those- in attendance wete Dr·. -A. D. Albright, left, Fayette County 
' 
I 
Urban ·Government councilman and'former HSU-,president, and Paul Sierer 1 editor.· 
of the Daily Independent of Ashland. 
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SUHI·1IT -GOERS ': '· 
Nearly 250 business, educational, civic and political leaders from 23 Eastern 
q! 
", 
Kentucky counties attended the Seventh District Sur.1mit at r1orehead State University 
recently. Discussing issues over 
County' Board or' Education; Ualter 
coffee were, frora 1 eft, James Stuart, Greenup 
. I I I' ·' 
I . . ' • •• • 
Dlack, ·.soyd County Sc.hool Goard member; ·Bi',H 
Scaggs of Armco, and o·elmi s Donta, lloyd County schools superintendent. 
' (MSU photo by'Ray Bra~ley) 
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PSA PUBUCINFORMATION -----JUDITI-1 YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: R.ALLX 
RELEASE DATE: Now, thru 10 a.m. on Tuesday,, Feb, 16 
TIME: 30 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
~REI. RESIDENTS AND 1-'E!"JEERS OF TR!i;' MSU CA."1PUS COMMUNITY 
ARE ENCOURAGED TO JOIN IN A MARCH AND RALLY FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION IN FRANKFORT ON TUESDAY, FEB, 16. 
BUSES WILL LEAVE FROM THE ACADEMIC-ATHLETIC CENTER 
•••• BOARDING BEGINS AT 11 A.M •••• THE LAST BUS WILL 
DEPART AT 11:30 A.M •••• TO RESERVE A SEAT ON THE BUS, 
AT NO COST, PLEA$E CALL 783-2031. 
R e vv s~----------------J-::-U=DITH=PU:-:-BI.JC:-:-VANC.,..,--IN::-:-~-:-. --:~RECTOR=-=A==OON~ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR INf·IEDIATE RELEASE 
i'IOREHEAD, Ky.--Eastern Kentucky must place a value on education and raise 
the level of expectation of its people, if it wants to have a brighter economic future. 
It will take a unified level beginning at the local level and involving all 
constituencies to accomplish this. 
That was the message coming out of the Seventh District Summit held Saturday 
(Feb. 6) at t·lorehead State University. 
The day-long session brought approximately 250 business, civic, educational 
and political leaders together with other concerned citizens from all over the 
23-county district to discuss priorities for the region's future. 
"The flame of education, which burns within us all, must be stoked every so 
often and that is ~1hat we are going to attempt to do today with this educational 
initiative," U.S. Rep. Carl C. (Chris) Perkins said in his keynote address. 
He urged the summit participants to take a bipartisan approach and to be open 
to new proposals. Reminding them that Eastern Kentucky faced "many unique problems 
and challenges," he said: 
"Many of these problems have been with us for decades and alone we are not 
going to change much. But, as a group, in a joint effort based on a similar dream 
I know we all share, we have an unlimited amount of ability that we can either allow 
to continue untapped or \'le can channel it to1·1ard an overall goal of improvement." 
Noting that such a summit had been needed for soro1e time, Perkins said l1e 
believed "we have the potential to become a significant asset rather than an 
unwelcome burden on the system.'' He also admonished his listeners. to be initiators 
\tho allo11 present systems to carry the ball. 
"Ue can step in and be the grease on the wheel, but we can't replace the 
whee 1 i tse 1 f," he said. 
In his welcor.~e to the group, HSU President C. Nelson Grote cited contributions 
made by other sectors--private and corporate--in cl·eating an awareness in the 
region of education's ir.~portance. lie also praised the leadership in the region's 




Noting the complexity and vastness of Eastern Kentucky's problems, Dr. Grote 
said, "None of us can solve them by ourselves. The magnitude of problems in the 
Seventh District will require massive intervention if we are to make any headway 
in my lifetime or yours." 
He urged the group to set aside individual self-interest and demonstrate 
statesmanship and leadership. "We need to know ~1hat is being done to see 1~hat has 
been left undone or that needs further attention, and then to chart a course of 
action utilizing the resources that we can bring together, both individually and 
collectively.'' the president said. 
Following the keynote address, a six-member panel whose members represented 
business, government and education presented priorities from their perspectives. 
Serving as moderator was Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Mayor Scotty 
Baesler, who also chairs the Kentucky Economic Development Planning Commission. 
Missing the industrial revolution because of poor roads and inadequate 
communications made the region a victim, whose people historically never had a 
chance to learn the value of education, according to Dr. John Brock, state 
superintendent of public instruction. 
We need to teach the value of education from both an economic sense and 
from its importance to the overall quality of life, Brock said. He urged businesses 
to join in getting across the message that if you do not complete high school, 
you will not get a job. He also suggested raising the compulsory attendance age 
in the state to 18. 
Dr. Gary Cox, executive director of the Council on Higher Education, said that 
higher education in its traditional role of educating young people and nontraditional 
students was doing a good job--witness the increased enrollments. Pointing to what 
he called its ''emerging role," that of public service, Dr. Cox said higher education 
must become more a part of the solution, using its resources which are not available 
elsewhere to reach out and help solve problems. 
''While maintaining and improving its traditional role, higher education must 
show leadership in fostering development of the region and convince the leadership 
that higher education is important,'' Dr. Cox said. 
"Acceptance of our circumstances is deadly," Dr. Jac~. Foster, secretary of 
the Education and Humanities Cabinet, told the group. "It is important that v1e 
raise our aspirations. We must believe that it can be better,'' he said. Emphasizing 
the need for a unified effort, Dr. Foster added that leadership is th~ key to raising 
expectations and called for specific objectives, well-defined and v1ell understood 




"l~e must know where we are going before we will know ff we get there," he 
said. 
Pike County Judge Executive Paul E. Patton told the group that enacting 
legislation to deter voter fraud is essential to any improvement in the region, 
including education and economic development. "We can't have any success in 
recruiting industry without responsible government," he said. 
"Our greatest heritage, love and devotion of family, is also our greatest 
drawback," Patton said, adding that Eastern Kentucky voters too often pledge support 
to elected officials as a result of patronage rather than for leadership ability. 
"However, our elected officials are victims of the process rather than villains," 
he noted. 
Backgrounding summit-goers on the development of tile newly-established Kentucky 
Appalachian Foundation created to address economic development.and other related 
issues in the region, foundation board member Robert t1atthews re-emphasized the need 
for local initiatives. "It will take more than educators to succeed. Ordinary 
citizen involvement is needed. We must have a grassroots, broad-based effort," 
said Hatthews, who is president of Kentucky Power Co. 
Roger Recktenwald of Prestonsburg, executive director of the Big Sandy Area 
Development District, suggested that one way to create an awareness of education's 
value is for local government to set acceptable basic education levels for employees. 
He told the group tilat while completion of high school need not necessarily be 
required initially for employment attainment of a GED within a period of time 
should be. He urged an emphasis be rlaced on rewards for educational attainments. 
After a report on the "Forward in the Fifth" mover.Jent fror.J its board chairperson 
JoAnne James and a charge by Al Sr.Jith, former co-chairman of the Appalachian Regional 
Commission and vice president of Park Newspapers of Kentucky, small group discussions 
were held. 
Some of the specific priorities/concerns raised in these discussions were the 
issues of dropout prevention, getting parental involvement, and creation of jobs. 
Addressing the question of where we go from here, Congressman Perkins urged 
the group to form an organization with district-wide representation and perhaps 
set up meetings in.each courity to determine specific goals. 
"If we are going to get something concrete, we have to have the involver.Jent 
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SU!11·1IT KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
U.S. Rep. Carl C. (Chris) Perkins, keynote. speaker for the recent Seventh o'istrict 
Summit held at Morehead State University, reminded his listeners that the f~ame of 
education must "be stoked every' so often'" and urged them to join together tb .. meet 
' ' 
the challenges ahead. Nearly 250 civic, educationa·l, political and business leaders 
as well as concerned citizens .attended the session desig~ed to chart new directions 
for the 23 Eastern Kentucky counties compr'ising the congressional district." 
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Feb. 1,0, 1988 ' ., 
''· " 
,I.· , 1,' 1 ,_I, 
'·' SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS_. 
' ' 
i" J 
:. MOREHEAD, Ky.--"Don't 9ive anyone' 'the 
• I,. o I 
opporb,mity to say· that ····· .. 
,. ·' 
... ' higheor education automatically accepts .. the pr!=Jpose,d budget," Morehead 
••• ' • 'I . ' 
.,,''' ·', state. universitv Pre'sident:,c. 
I I ' ~II' I' ' f I: ' - '• . . 
Nels6ri Gi:ot~'told ii:'gathering of'the !.J 
I ~ I 0 I _'< ; 
' ' 
·.! 
I' ! ·I:. 
~. ' ' 
.,. ,, . 
'. ' 
'-•' ..... 
campus ·community on Tuesday (Feb .. ' 9) .• 
More than 250 students; faculty and st'aff members attending the 
meeting· heard Dr. Grote urge·, a uni te,d front in ·letting the. General 
"• 
Assembly members know what .underfun:ding'of higher education will mean. . ' . . 
"There is no question that. the 'governor and his staff and the 
. I 
members of the General Assembly are' ·.facing· .significant problems as:' they· 
',I . :· 
address, the shortfall in"l .. 987.-88 and as they develop a responsibl·e · 
budget for the next biennium," he said. 
·. This also means .a difficult time for. highe'r education, the.· president 
told his audience. Saying it would be easy to become "discouragE{d: or to 
be emotional in expressing our concerns and frustrations'" he encouraged:. 
, I , I• ' 
them to look at this as an'·opportunity to· turn problems into C:,p,por£uni;ti~s.·' 
' ,·,· "I,<,,,' o-1 ,• 
. Reviewing the appropriations for the 1986:._8 8 'biennium, th:e .'p'r'eside'nt 
explained that the figures were deceptive because after the nondiscretionary 
add-on costs were removed and budget cuts: subtracted, MSU rec('!i,Ved·.1 li·tt~e 
more than 2. 5 percent increases in operating expenses for .eachc:-year:.in < 
the biennium. 
. ' 
(MORE) .I,, .e. 
, I 







., ! •·• ,, . 
1,'' 
The proposed ·1988:...90 ·t,:iennium bud'get for all of higher. edu'cation 
reflects only one-half- of a 'p<i!rcent, 'increase. in .19 8 8-89 and 5 per'cent 
-the "following year. 
For MSU, in particular, the proposed budget offers· $409, 600)for 
debt retirement of the -tunriel and. safety project. and $1. 4 milHbri.· for 
'•' 
; 'I~.' " , : ~ I 
.the increase in Kentucky Teachers Retlre.ment Fund .. But, h~ poir;_-t~4 ,·out; ., 
it actually means no additional new.doll~rs wp.ich would normally be 
·used fo-r•,operating and sal~ry:'.incre·ases during _the first year .... : ''. '., 
"We must communi6~-te· 'with th~ General Asse~bly. l"'e need ·to 
. I ·, I . ' ' ' ' 
make the C:rgument that h:igher education is an investment, n~t ah .. · -:. . ' ' ' . . . 
expenditure. We need to quit talking abo.ut how :rqu,ch it costs ~nd begin' 
~· • • . ' ' ' ' '. ' '• ' - ' I I ' 
-~---
to talk about the return-on the investment to the region and the 
commonwealth," Dr. Gro.te said. 
He also .suggeste,d t)i.at' comments to the legislators re:Elect''.the 
'' ,,, 
'' ,conseq)lences that the _p'rop,osed budget_ would have on the university·, 
;- ,. 
'·' I , 
~; r ',.•' 
I I ·, ,: .. 
' students and the a,bi,li~'y ·to· serve the commonwealth. 
._, 
·Dr. Grote also. ask.ed,,··for .ca:inpuswide' participation in the.' Harch , ._. . 




' .. , ,, 
1
, ' :,·· ~ , J ' , 1 ' ' • ( , '.' . ' I, 1 • 
, , .. '.1'' 1 , '." 1:\ · "1·. ."•,: ,I! 
and Rally for Higher _Education in Frankfort on Feb. 16, sponsored by the-
Kentucky.· A.dvoc.ates for ,f!'i,gher Education:· 
•r, 1 ,.
1 
" , , , , • 1, , '· • 
':·,·:;"We should ha,ve .·a '-'l.'J~ge reporise of' Iaculty,' staff an:d st)idents' ''and 
1 
• I: ' 1 " • •' ' ;r '·,~ .. :J (' ol i • • : o t ' • 1 ., ~: ,1 I • : 1' '' 1 
'in a'dd:i tion' we need to make sure th_a t .friend~ of the university' in our ,. •' ' . 
,,, . 
' . ' 
I \ o 'I,,,! 
,, ' 
··.! 
•, I ., ; . 
' , ' I . ,, . 
' 
I" ' .. _ 
'' t 
"·· 
throughout the:. reg~on attend both the i_mmediate communi.ty an.d. alumni 




the rally," '!i.e said. 
., .,j 
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·•' 
I' 
•' ' ' 
. ' , . . . ' . . ' . I , 
:A·• caravan of ·buse.s;··vans and -car's, ·Hr-:.\s'cheduled to leave ·fi'om MSU' s 
' ' ' 
_Academic-Athletic 'Center '·beginning at :Ll a.ni. Tuesday, _Feb. 16 i- .with _the 
la$t' group departing' -~t-~ ri: 3b' a 0 m. :!;or the all-day. rally 0 
'I ' \ •: 
jy 
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Photo--------------------------~~P~U=BL=IC~IN~F~O~R~M~M~iO~N JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
'COMMUNICATE OUR COMMON CONCERNS' 
Calling ori all members of the campus community, their families and friends 
to voice their concerns about the proposed funding level for higher 
education to their legislators, Morehead State University President C. 
Nelson Grote said, 11 We need to communicate our common· concerns and 
conduct ourselves in a manner that will influence people to support 
higher education and Morehead State University." 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
jy 2-10-88 
Photo PUBUCINFORMAT!ON -----JUD-ITH YA-NCY.-DIREC-TOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD.I<Y 40351 606·783·2030 
MSU COMMUNITY TURNS OUT 
Hore than 250 students, faculty and staff members turned out Tuesday to 
hear Dr. C. Nelson Grote discuss the impact of the proposed budget on 
higher education and what they could do to help. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
jy 2-10-88 
Photo PUBLIC INFORMATiON --~JUDfTHY-ANCY.O-IRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
BUDGET EXPLAINED 
MSU employees closely study the budget analysis at ·Tuesday '.s meeting, 
while Dr. Grote explained the significance of the proposed 1988-90 
budget for higher education. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
jy 2-10-88 
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-a.T.e w 8,------------------:-=PU_B_UC_IN_FO_R __ M __ A:-TION~ 
.... ~ JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR Hlt~EDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky.--The ~lSU-f.1organ Center will offer GED testing on Saturday, 
Feb. 20, and Friday, Narch 4. 
The day-long test ~/ill begin at 8 a.m. Enrollment will be limited and anyone 
interested in taking the test must register with the Center beforehand either 
.in person or by phone. 
Those taking the test will need an application signed by the county school 
superintendent where they reside and a photo !.D. card. There is a $10 testing 
fee. 
Additional information is available by calling the t·lSU-f•lorgan Center (606) 
743-1500. 
1111111111#11 
R e w s-----------------:J:-:UDITH::-:PU;.;~;~=-~;N;,_.~:;:DI::RECTOR.::..;Jl.:ON~ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR INf11EDIATE RELEASE 
t·10REHEAD, Ky. --r~orehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Two Bath County residents are among those representing MSU. They are Cavanah 
P. Gray, junior, the daughter of Hoyt Gray of Owingsville, and f•1aril yn A. Jones, 
senior, the daughter of l~anda Lee Jones of Sharpsburg. They join other outstanding 
students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the 
country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 




... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR H114EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Amy Lynn Dullaghan, junior, the daught.er of Larry Dullaghan of Bellevue is 
among those representing NSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
##### 
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-aTe JAV 8-----------------PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_JJON_ ... ,.l •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR Il-IHEDIATE RELEASE 
f·lOREHEAD, Ky. --f·1orehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Three Brown County, Ohio, residents are among those representing l·lSU. They 
are senior Anthony D. Bohrer, son of Richard Bohrer of Mt. Drab; junior Jennifer 
Lee Jump, daughter of Homer Jump of Mt. Drab, and junior Patricia Lynne Vanfleet, 
daughter of Charles Vanfleet of Sardinia. They join other outstanding students 
recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued· success. 
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-a-r.8 *•' 8,-----------------PU_BUC __ IN_FO_RM_A_no_N_ ... ,. ~ •• JUDITH V/WCV, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 19, 1938 
FOR If.1t•1EDIATE RELEASE 
f•10REHEAD, Ky. --t•1orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Two Carter County residents are among those representing I~SU. They are 
Donald Ray Holbrook, senior, son of Donald Holbrook of Grahn and Glenda Rene 
Haney, senior, daughter of Rufus G. Haney of Carter City. They join other 
outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued. success. 
##### 
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-aTe JAW 8,-----------------PU_BU_C_IN_FO_R_M_A_no_N_ 
... ,. I •• JUOOH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR I~l~1EDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--t4orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Marsha Gayle Butler, daughter of Paul E. Butler of Catlettsburg, is among 
those representing NSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended by more 
than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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-aTe JAV 8------------------PU-BU_C_IN_FO_RM_A_TIO_N_ 
... ,. I •• JUDilH VANCV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOf\ H•INEDIATE RELEASE 
f·10REHEAD, Ky.--Norehead State University will be represented by 4G students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Shelley Renee Tobergta, senior, the daughter of IJilliam Tobergta of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, is among those representing NSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
bY more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate academic 
achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular activities 
and the potential for continued success. 
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R e w s----------------:J::-:UOITH=-=PU~~.,.,AHC.,..,-::"INV,..,.~"""DI-:::RECJOR=:n::::ON~ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR I~1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--t·lorehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Five Clermont County, ·Ohio, residents are among those representing ~1SU. 
They are Thomas W. Bailey, senior, the son of Jean C. Bailey, 6656 Oakland Road, 
Loveland; Jeffery Scott Hudson, junior, the son of James Hudson of Bethel; ~lary 
Elizabeth McKinley, senior, the daughter of Allen McKinley, 1590 Frank Willis 
Road, New Richmond; Teri Ann Parker, senior, the ·daughter of Shirley Parker of 
Milford, and Steven Strathmann, senior, the son of Evelyn Strathmann of ~Jill iamsburg. 
They join other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities 
and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
##### 
mds 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606· 7 83-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University will be 
represented by 46 students in the 1988 edition of Who's Hho 
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. 
Columbus, Ohio, resident George Timothy Todd Kitchen, son 
of Mary Kitchen, is among those representing MSU. He joins 
other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 
universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student 
must demonstrate academic achievement, service to the community, 
leadership ability in extracurricular activities, and the 
potential for continued success. 
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-aTe JAW 8,-------------------::-=PU_euc __ IN_FO_R-=-M-:A--no_N_ ... ,. l •• JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR Jr.1t4EDIATE RELEASE 
~lOREHEAD, Ky.--1·1orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Charles Michael Brann, senior, the son of Charles K. Brann of DeMossville 
is among those representing· ~1SU. He joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1 ,400 uni versi ties and co 11 eges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
##### 
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-.~8 =·~ B----------------PU_BUC __ IN_FORMA __ :n_ON_ ... ,. ~ •• JUOOH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. ICY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR· I~11•1EDIATE RELEASE 
1•10REHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Chris.tine Affinito, senior, the daughter of Bernard Affinito of Dresden, 
Ohio, is among those repr~senting MSU. She joins other outstanding students 
recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 




JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR U!MEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky. --Horehead State University will be 
represented by 46 students in the 1988 edition of Who's 1-Jho 
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. 
Fairborn, Ohio, senior James Andrew Parker, Jr., son of 
James Parker, is among those representing HSU. He joins 
other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 
universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student 
must demonstrate academic achievement, service to the community, 
leadership ability in extracurricular activities, and the 
potential for continued success. 
ffflff/1 
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• e w B,----------------JUOOH-::-:=-=PUBUC~VAI'C~IN::::-~:-.-=-OI=RECTOR=n=ON:=-
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 . MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR IM~1ED IATE RELEASE 
!~ORE HEAD, KY. --~1orehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Shannon A. Colvin, ju.nior, the daughter of Henry Colvin of Falcon, is among 
those representing MSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended by more 
than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
##### 
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-.~8 vav B------------------PU---BUC __ IN_FORMA-..,.=Jl""'ON~ ... ,. ~ •• JUDI1H VANCV. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR INMEDIATE RELEASE 
I~OREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Two Floyd County residents are among those representing 1·1SU. They are Lora 
L. Hardwick, junior, the daughter of James Hardwick of Betsy Lane, and Sheridan 
t~artin, junior, the son of Sherman t~artin of Drift. They join other outstanding 
students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the 
country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
##It## 
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R e w s----------------J-::-UOITH=PU~BUC,.,.VANC.,.,..,.,IN,.~.,.... ,..DI~REClOR=:noN= 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR !Hf1ED IATE RELEASE 
f.lOREHEAD, Ky. --f•lorehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Two Greenup County residents are among those representing MSU. They are 
John Carlos Parton, senior, the son of Sidney E. Parton Jr. of Greenup and 
Gregory B. Slone, senior, son of Larry Slone, Ashland. They join other outstanding 
students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the 
country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listi~g, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
##### 
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-aT.e VAV 8------------------P_U_BL_IC_IN_FO_RM_A_T_IO_N 
... ,. I •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSilY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, ,Ky. --Morehead State University will be 
represented by 46 students in the 1988 edition of Who's Who 
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. 
Hillsboro, Ohio, junior Anne Marie Randolph, daughter of 
William Randolph, is among those representing MSU. She joins 
other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 
universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student 
must demonstrate academic achievement, service to the community, 
leadership ability in extracurricular activities, and the 
potential for continued success. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOXHOO MOREHEAD. 'IY 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR If.I~1ED lATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky. --~lore head State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
T~10 Lawrence County, Ohio, residents are among those representing t•1SU. They 
are Bill Martin Butcher, senior, the son of Judy Butcher of South Point, and 
Jeanie Esther Large, senior, the daughter of David Large of Ironton. They join 
other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 




.. ~e wav B,----------------=PU_BUC ___ IN:-FORM.,---=A::-:Jl::-:ON~ 
... ,. ~ •• JUDITH VAJICV, Dl~ 
MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX • UIO , MOREHEAD. KV 4035. 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR INI•IEDIATE RELEASE 
t~OREHEAD, Ky .--~lorehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 sfudents 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Call eges. 
Two Lewis County residents are among those representing r·1SU. They are 
Loretta L. Fetters, seni o~, the daughter of ~1ary Fetters of Wa 11 i ngford, and 
Jeri Lynne Niracle, senior, the daughter of Gene Miracle of Garrison. They join 
other outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOXUOO MOREHEAD. ICY ~1 606-783-2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR If.11•1EDIATE RELEASE 
1•10REHEAD, Ky. --f,1orehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Co 11 eges. 
Kendrick D. Darneal, sophomore, the son of William Darneal of Lexington, is 
among those representing ~1SU. He joins other outstanding students recommended by 
more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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R e w s,---------------J::-:UOITH=PU=-o~.,..,ANC.,..,..,IN,..,.~...,DI..,RECJOR=:n:::ON= 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSilV UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR It4HEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--~lorehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Reva M. Ford, junior, the daughter of Betty Schneider of Louisa and the 
late Charles Lee Allen, is among those representing MSU. She joins other 
outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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-a-r.e vav B-------------------::-=PU_euc __ IN_FO_R.,.-M_A_TIO_N 
... ,. ' •• JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR IHt1EDIATE RELEASE 
1'10REHEAD, Ky. --A f,ladi son County resident is one of 46 students representing 
1·1orehead State University in the 1988 edition of Who's ~Jho Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. 
i>lelissa Susan Gardner, senior, the daughter of Connie Gardner of Richmond is 
. among those representing t~SU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1 ,400 uni vers i ties and co 11 eges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 ·MOREHEAD, KV 4035~ 606-783·2030 
F.eb. 10, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--t-lorehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of ~lho's Hho Among Students in American Universities and 
Cell eges. 
Amy Linn Logan, junior, the daughter of Charles Logan of Newark, Ohio, is 
among those representing HSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR U1!•1ED lATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky. --Horehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of 1·/ho' s Uho Among Students in American Uni versi ties and 
Colleges. 
Allison Kaye Ryle, senior, the daughter of Shirley Ryle of Petersburg, is 
among those representing NSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR U1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
t~OREHEAD, Ky.--t·1orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of ~/ho's l~ho Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Three Pike County residents are among those representing HSU. They are 
Terry Lee Nay, junior, the son of James ~lay of Kimper; Jeffery Scott Sode, senior, 
the son of George Phillips of Elkhorn City, and 1·1a rk Clayton Thompson, senior, 
the son of Jack Thompson of Feds Creek. They join other outstanding students 
recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR I~lr-1EDIATE RELEASE 
l>lOREHEAD, Ky.--f4orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Three Rowan County residents are among those representing NSU. They are 
Jeanine Gale Breadon, senior, the daughter of Gail S. Osborne of Morehead; Sandra 
H. Williams, senior, the daughter of Janice Jackson of ~lorehead, and Bonita Faye 
Skeens, junior, the daughter of Alice i'lcClain of Morehead. They join other 
outstanding students recommended by more than 1,400 universities and colleges 
throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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!' 
Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky. --~1orehead State University will be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Call eges. 
f;1argie A. !son a Sandy Hook senior and the daughter of Betty Ison is among 
·those 1·epresenting f;lSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended by 
more than 1,400 universities and call eges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities, and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
J;IQREHEAD, Ky.--Two Scioto County, Ohio, residents are among 46 students 
representing t·lorehead State University in the 1988 edition of l~ho's ~/ho Among 
StudentJ in American Universities and Colleges. 
Susan Joy DeAmond, senior, the daughter of Gerald DeArmond of Hest Portsmouth, 
and Karen Anne Franklin, senior, the daughter of Richard Franklin of Sciotoville, 
are among those representing I~SU. They join other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
Tope selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activiti~s, and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR H1t•IEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky. --Norehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Co 11 eges. 
Jami Sue Weddle, senior, the daughter of James E. Weddle of Somerset, is 
among those representing r·1SU. She joins other outstanding students recommended 
by more than 1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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Feb. 10, 1988 
FOR Hl~IEDIATE RELEASE 
t·10REHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University wi 11 be represented by 46 students 
in the 1988 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Leanna Hall, senior, the daughter of Paul E. Hall of Viper, is among those 
representing MSU. She joins other outstanding students recommended by more than 
1,400 universities and colleges throughout the country. 
To be selected for inclusion in the listing, a student must demonstrate 
academic achievement, service to the community, leadership ability in extracurricular 
activities and the potential for continued success. 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UP0 BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
EVENT: I~SU Caravan to Harch/Rally for Higher Ed 
DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 16 
TIME: 11 a.m. 
SITE: Faculty, Staff, Community---Academic-Athletic Center Parking Lot 
Students---Adron Doran University Center 
NDTE: r~su will be sending a 10 bus, multi-car/van caravan of students, 
staff, faculty and community residents to participate in the Advocates for Higher Ed 
March/Rally. Buses will load at 11 a.m. with the last vehicle rolling out at 
11:30 a.m. Travel route will be I-64 to Frankfort. The campus pre-rally enthusiasm 
offers an exce 11 ent "1 oca 1" angle for media coverage. 
2-11-88jy 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
THIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 14- 20) 
Monday, Feb. 15 
PRESIDENT'S DAY, no classes or office hours. 
8:30P.M. FILM: "Malcolm X," sponsored by Omega Psi Phi, Claypool-Young 
Art Building, Room 111. Additional information: (606) 783-2668. 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 
8 A.M.-4 P.M. ART EXHIBIT: Barbara Kendrick, Gallery, Claypool-Young 
Art Building, weekdays, Sat.urdays-9 a.m.-4 p.m. Additional information: (606) 
783-2766. 
3:30 P.M. HIGHER EDUCATION RALLY, Frankfort. Additional information: 
( 606) 783-2031. 
Wednesday, Feb. 17 
2-4 P.M. VIDEOCONFERENCE, "AIDS: Future Campus Crisis?," Crager Room, 
Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2578. 
Thursday, Feb. 18 
7:30 P.M. BASKETBALL: Lady Eagles vs. Marshall University, Academic-Athletic 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2500. 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
ALL DAY, SWEET 16 ACADEMIC SHOWCASE, campus. Additional information: (606) 
783-2031. 
5 P.M. BASKETBALL: Lady Eagles vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2500. 
7:30 P.M. BASKETBALL: Eagles vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2500. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR HIM ED lATE RELEASE 
t·IOREHEAD, Ky.--Inscape, Morehead State University's student literary/art 
magazine, is sponsoring a contest for student writers and artists. 
First place awards of $50 each and second place awards of $25 each will be 
given to winners in each division--Poetry, Short Story and Art Work. The awards 
are funded in part by the. University Honors Program, the Department of English, 
Foreign Languages and Philosophy and the Department of Art. 
Uinning entries along 11ith those gaining honorable mention status will be 
published in the Fall 1988 issue, according to Michelle Boisseau, associ ate 
professor of English and magazine sponsor . 
. ~ ll com(Jeti ti ons will be judged by professi ona 1 s and winners ui ll be recognized 
at a Fine Arts Showcase in April. 
The competition. is open to all f·lSU students, 11hether full or part-time. "Ue 
also encourage entries from our students taking classes off-campus at our regional 
centers," Boisseau said. 
Literary entries must be received by noon Harch 4. They may be mailed to 
Boisseau, UPO 779, Norehead State University, Horehead, KY 40351 or hand-delivered 
to Combs 103. 
Art 11orks submissions should be delivered to t4SU's Claypool-Young Art Building, 
Room 211, no later than noon t•1arch 4. 
Additional information ·on the contests and submission procedures may be obtained 
by calling Boisseau, (606) 783-2201. 
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Feb. 12, 1908 
FOR U1HEDIATE RELEASE 
I·IOREHEAD, Ky.--r.torehead State University has scheduled tHo "Open House" 
programs for the spring semester. 
The Saturday events, planned for Feb. 27 and ~larch 2G, are designed to 
familiarize prospective students with campus life. 
"~Je encourage any student who is interested in attending college, and has 
not decided where to go, to come to our campus and discuss the opportunities HSU 
has to offer," said Tim Rhodes, University Enrollment Services director. "It's 
possible 11e may have a prog1·am that is just right for you." 
The Feb. 27 event uill begin with registration and refreshments af.2 p.m. in 
the Adron Doran University Center. f·iaking a feN 11elcoming remarks ltill be 1-!SU 
President C. Nelson Grote; Charlie 1·1yers, associate director of admissions; Joyce 
Uhiting, ussistant professor of speech/communications; Steve Strathmann, Student 
Government Association president, and Rhodes. 
Representatives from admissions, financial aid, housing, student development, 
campus organizations, and academic areas will be available. For those interested 
in particular areas of study, faculty members will be on hand to answer questions. 
The day's agenda will conclude ~lith a tour of the campus and visits to residence 
halls and athletics facilities. 
The f.larch 2G activities Hill follo~1 a similar agenda but registration will 
begin at 9 a.m. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 
(in Kentucky) or 1-1300-354-2090 (from other states). 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
1-10REHEAD, Ky.--l•1orehead State University will be the host site for the 
Gro11th and Research Organi za ti on for 11omen ( GROI~) Conference on Thursday and 
Friday, Feb. 25-26. 
The conference is designed to provide a network for support and direction 
for women and to a 11 01·1 11omen researchers to present their findings, according to 
Dr. Lynne Fitzgerald, MSU assistant professor of health, physical education and 
recreation. 
"About 50 persons have already registered for the conference,'' said Dr. 
Fitzgerald, who along with Dr. Oeverly McCormick, assistant professor of real 
estate, is coordinating the event. 
While this is the seventh annual GROW Conference, this is the first time the 
event has been held on the MSU campus. Registration will begin at B a.m. in the 
third floor lobby, Adron Doran University Center. 
1,1rs. Wilma Grote, v1ife of NSU's president, will welcome the group at the 
opening session which begins at 9 ~.m. in the Riggle Room. The hour-long sessions 
will begin at 9:10 and continue throughout the day. Various breaks will be provided. 
Program presenters wi 11 include researchers from Kentucky and Ohio. Titles 
of some of the papers to be presented during the day-and-a-half conference will 
include, "Women Helping Women: Supportive Relationships,'' ''Teacher Burnout," and 




"This will be an excellent opportunity for women to see \~hat is being done 
in research," said Dr. l·lcCormick. "It also gives the researchers a chance to 
find out what avenues are necessary for additional research." 
Dr. Cathy Small will serve as the keynote speaker for the dinner to be held 
at 7 p.m. in the Red Room. She is the marketing director of Jubilee Crafts, a 
non-profit organization that imports and markets handicrafts from women's cooperatives 
throughout third world countries. A former United Nations consultant for the World 
Health Organization, Dr. Small has taught women's studies in anthropology at the 
university level. She received a Ph.D. degree in anthropology from Temple University. 
"lve are encouraging all women in the campus community to attend the conference," 
said Dr. Fitzgerald. "If you cannot attend the whole conference, then we hope you 
can attend the dinner,'' she said. 
"Students will find the conference extremely helpful," Dr. Fitzgerald continued. 
"Where else could they find as vast a source of knowledge in their fields." 
The fee for the conference is $35, if registering in advance, anrl $40 the 
day of the conference. Students may pre-regi~ter for $15, or $17 the day of the 
event. The cost is $10 for the dinner only. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Fitzgerald, (606) 783-2469 or 
Dr. i··lcCormick, (606) 783-2776. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR Ir•lt•IEDIATE RELEASE 
r40REHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University's 1·1SU-TV Channel 12 will broadcast 
''Election '88: The Presidential Debates'' later this month. 
Election '88 will be videotaped on Southern folethodi st Uriivers ;:ty ~s :campus 
in Dallas, Texas, earlier in the month. The area re-broadcast, made possible 
by the College Satellite Network, Texas Presidential Debates, and 11SU Television 
Productions, will be presented on Channel 12 on folonday, Feb. 22, for Republicans, 
and Monday, Feb. 29, for Democrats. 
The broadcasts, hosted by Kathy Cronkite, will begin at 9:30 p.m. and take 
the following format: 
On Air Polling and Introductions, 1/2 hour 
Formal Debate, 1 hour 
Campus Newsreels and Special Guest, 1 hour 
Student Phone-Ins with Candidates, 1 hour 
Election '88 is sponsored by Toyota and Pepsi with the assistance of 
Vote 1\merica Foundation, The Dallas Horning News, PBS affiliate KEilA-TV, 
Texas Monthly, National Association for Campus Activities, the Democratic 
National Committee, the Republican National Committee, Southern t·1ethodist 
University, and the University of Texas-Austin. 
The broadcast is sponsored on Channel 12 by MSU Television Productions and 
University Center/Student Activities. Additional information is available from 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR Jr.H1EDIATE RELEASE 
flOREHEAD, Ky.--Horehead State University's f·1SU-TV Channel 12 1·1ill broadcast 
''Election '88: The Presidential Debates" later this month. 
Election '88 will be videotaped on Southern 1·1etlwdist University's campus 
in Dallas, Texas, earlier in the month. The area re-broadcast, made possible 
by tile College Satellite network, Texas Presidential Debates, and IISU Television 
Productions, 11ill be presented on Channel 12 on J.1onday, Feb. 22, for Republicans, 
and Monday, Feb. 29, for Democrats. 
The broadcasts, hosted by Kathy Cronkite, 11ill begin Bt 9:30 p.m. and 
take the follovling format: 
On Air Polling and Introductions, 1/2 hour 
Formal Debate, 1 hour 
Campus Newsreels and Special Guest, 1 hour 
Student Phone-Ins 11ith Candidates, 1 hour 
Follovling the airing, the videotape will be available for use by ilSU 
faculty members for a 30-day period. Additional information on usage procedure 
is available from MSU Television Productions, 783-2082. 
1·1SU students are invited to participate in Election '88 by: 
--Becoming a volunteer on one of the campaigns. Interested students need 
to call the CSN Dallas office at 800-346-4802 and gi~e their name, address, and 
the campaign in v1hich they are interested. names Hill be for11arded to the 




--Learning more about the candidates. Through the Campaign Literature 
Resource Network, literature on the candidates is available in the Camden-Carroll 
Library, reference room, 
--Participating in Pepsi's choice sweepstakes. Details will be announced 
during during the program. Prizes will be awarded, including tickets to a 
Michael Jackson concert, Pepsi apparel and a year's supply of Pepsi. 
Election '88 is sponsored by Toyota and Pepsi with the assistance of 
Vote America Foundation, The Dallas Morning News, PBS affiliate KERA-TV, Texas 
Monthly, National Association for Campus Activities, the Democratic National 
Committee, the Republican National Committee, Southern 1·1ethodist University, 
and the University of Texas-Austin. 
The broadcast is sponsored on Channel 12 by MSU Television Productions and 
University Center/Student Activities. Additional infor~ation is available from 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR mf·1EDIATE RELEASE 
f.lOREHEAD, Ky.--11orehead State Uniyersity Theatre students ltill present 
"The Dining Room," Feb. 25-27, in Button Auditorium, beginning at 8 o'clock 
nightly. 
606-783-2030 
A.R. Gurney Jr.'s comedy features a number of diverse characters, according 
to Dr. Travis Lockhart, MSU's coordinator of theatre. "It focuses on a room 
that 1·1as once the vital center of family life which is no~1 neglected," he said. 
The six cast members include Holly Catanzaro, Park Hills freshman; Karen 
O'Baker, Geneva, Ohio, senior; Donna J. Ison, 11t. Sterling sophomore; L. 1·1ichael 
Breeze, Morehead junior; Terry ~1. Cain, Maysville senior, and Gary Neil Hibbitts, 
Ashcamp freshman. 
The production lti ll be directed by Julie F. Jones, Cynthiana senior, and 
Ed~1ard E. Figgins, Brooksville graduate student. 
The technical cre11 ~1ill include Carl V. Curnutte III, Ashland senior, as 
stage manager, and Suzanne Hart, New Castle freshman, as assistant stage manager. 
Doug Salisbury uill serve as lighting director and O'Baker ltill be the scenic 
designer. Costume designer 1·1ill be Van Edward IJilburn, Grahn junior, and 
properties designer will be David Dunaway, Harrison, Ohio, freshman. 
The technical director will be Dr. William J. Layne, associate professor of 
theatre. 
Tickets for the production will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to r~su students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information is available from the r•1SU Theatre Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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~ISU THEATRE PRESENTS 'DINING ROON' 
llorehcnd State University The'ntrc 1~ill IWCsent ~he 'comedy "The Dining Ro01.n" in 
nutton Auditorium at 8 p.m. Feb. 25-27. Posing for a f~~mal family portrait are 
' ,, . 
,,,st members, front from left, !lolly Cat~nzaro of Pork llills, Donna !son of 1'\t. 
Sterling nnd Karen o·n~ker of Geneva, Ohio. Back row, from left, L. Michael Breeze· 
of t·lorehead, Terry Cain of t•1aysvUle and Gnry: Hibbitts of Ashcamp. Ticket information 
is available by culling the Theatre Box Office (606)·: 783~2170. 
. ·' '•' .. .. 
(NSU plwto by Ray Bradley) 
.. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR !Nt·1EDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--A Brooksville graduate ·student is one of the directors of 
"The Dining Room," a production by Horehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium,cfeb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
··----- 1 
Edward E. Figgins, a theatre major, is the son of Robert E. Figgins. 
He is a member of the MSU ~layers and Theta Alpha Phi national honor theatre 
fraternity. In addition to his directing responsibilities, he is director of 
publicity and ticket sales for this production. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to.MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information is available from the t·1SU Box Office, {606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR H1NEDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--A Cynthiana senior is one of the directors of "The Dining 
Room," a production by Norehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., Hill be presented in B'utton 
Auditorium, F~~- 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Julie F .. Jones, daughter of Nrs. George Jones, is a member of Theta Alpha 
Phi national honor theatre·fraternity, Gamma Beta Phi Society, and Delta Gamma 
sorority. She is a speech and theatre major. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to f•ISU students Hith va 1 i d I. D. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR If~!,! ED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Carter County junior is the costume designer for "The 
Dining Room," a production by Morehead State Univeristy theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button Auditorium, 
Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Van Edward Wilburn, son of Glen and Arlene Wilburn of Grahn, is a member 
of the r1SU Players and secretary of Theta Alpha Phi national honor theatre 
fraternity. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for 
adults, $2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with 
valid I.D. cards. Additional information is available from the MSU Box 
Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IMI~EDIATE RELEASE 
I~OREHEAD, Ky.--An Ashcamp freshman is a member of the cast of "The Dining 
Room," a production by Morehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Gary Neil Hibbitts II, the son of Teresa and Gary Hibbitts, is one of three 
actors in the play. A psycl1ology major, he is a member of the HSU Players and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. 
Tickets for the performances 11ill be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students 11ith valid J.D. 
cards. Additional information is available from the NSU Box Office, {606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR !MfilEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A r~lorehead junior is a member of the cast of "The Dining 
Room," a production by Morehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney, Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
L. l•1ichael Breeze, son of Larry and Peggy Breeze, is one of the three 
actors in the play. A member of the NSU Players and Individual Events Speech 
Team, he is majoring in radio-television and speech/theatre. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid J.D. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky. --A t·1t. Sterling sophomore is a member of the cast of "The 
Dining Room,'' a production by Morehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb, 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Donna J. Ison is one of three actresses in the play. A theatre major, 
she is a member of the MSU Players. She is the daughter of Donald Ison and 
f4ary H01~ard. 
606-783-2030 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards. Additional information is available from the MSU Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR Hlt·1EDIATE RELEASE 
f,10REHEAD, Ky.--A !~heel wright graduate student is lighting designer for 
"The Dining Room," a production by t•lorehead State University theatre students. 
The play, ~Jritten by A.R. Gurney Jr., r~ill be presented in Button Auditorium, 
Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Doug Salisbury, son of Fred and l~yra Salisbury, is a communications major. 
He is a member of the MSU Players and Theta Alpha Phi national honor theatre 
fraternity. 
Tickets for the performances 1·1ill be available at the door for $5 for 
adults, $2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students r~ith valid 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IW4EDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.----A f4aysville senior is a member of the cast of "The Dining 
Room," a production by r~orehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Terry ~1. Cain, son of the Rev. and lks. Ben N. Cain, is one of the three 
actors in the play. A music/theatre/speech major, he is a member of Theta 
Alpha Phi national honor theatre fraternity and the f·1SU Players. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards. Additional information is available from the MSU Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR It1MEDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--An Ashland senior is tile stage manager for "The Dining Room," 
a production by Morehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button Auditorium, 
Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Carl V. Curnutte, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl V. Curnutte Jr., is an art 
and history major. He is a member of the 1·1SU Players and president of Theta 
Alpha Phi national honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the performances 11ill be available at tile door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students witil valid I.D. 
cards. Additional information is available from the MSU Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
r~OREHEAD, Ky.--A Geneva, Ohio, senior, is a member of the cast of "The 
Dining Room," a production by l~orehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Karen J. O'Baker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Robert O'Baker, is one of 
three actresses in the play. A theatre major, she is a member of the MSU 
Players, Chamber Singers, Jazz Fusion and Theta Alpha Phi national honor 
theatre fraternity. 
606-783-2030 
Tickets for the performances ~till be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards. Additional information is available from the f.1SU Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 12, 1988 
FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
I~OREHEAD, Ky.--A Park Hills freshman is a member of the cast of "The Dining 
Room," a production by 1·1orehead State University theatre students. 
The play, written by A.R. Gurney Jr., will be presented in Button 
Auditorium, Feb. 25-27, beginning at 8 o'clock nightly. 
Holly Catanzaro, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hendrickson, is one of 
three actresses in the play. A French major, she is a member of the MSU Players, 
MSU Equestrian Club, Residence Hall Council, and Student Government Association. 
Tickets for the performances will be available at the door for $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information is available from the MSU Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Feb. 13, 1988 
FOR I~INEDIATE RELEASE 
l•lOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. Harold Shane, internationally known educator, author and 
researcher, will visit l·lorehead State University on Friday, Feb. 26. 
Dr. Shane will meet with area educators as well as l·lSU faculty members at 
2 p.m. in the Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center. A futurist v1ho predicts 
trends in curriculum, Dr. Shane will share his thoughts on these trends in education. 
The retired Indiana University faculty member also will be the guest speaker 
for a Phi Delta Kappa dinner meeting at 6: 30 p.m. in the Red Room, ADUC. 
The dinner, PDK's annual Spouse/Friend Night, is open to anyone interested 
in hearing Dr. Shane's views. Reservations for the $6.50 per plate dinner may be 
made with Helen Williams, (606) 783-2828 no later than Tuesday, Feb. 23. 
####### 
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Feb. 17, 1938 
FOR nil•lEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--The Mitchell-Ruff Duo, featuring internationally-acclaimed 
jazz artists Dwike J.litchell and \'lillie Ruff, will appear in concert at Norehead 
State University on Thursday, Feb. 25. 
The performance, part of the Arts in t-lorehead (AIN) Concert and Lecture 
Series, is scheduled for 8 p.m. in Baird Music Hall. 
AIH is a cooperative cultural effort of i·•lorehead State and the Horehead-Rowan 
County Arts Council, Inc .. 
Admission is by season membership in the series or individual tickets which 
1·;i 11 be sold at the door fo1· $5 for adults and $2. 50 for youth age 13 and under. 
J.ISU students with valid I.D. cards will be admitted free. 
Forr.1ed in 1955 1~hen pianist l'-1itchell and bassist/French-horn player Ruff left 
the legendary Lionel Hampton's band to strike out on theil· own, the duo introduced 
American jazz to the Soviet Union in 1959 and to China in 1901. 
lleeting in 1947 at Lockbourne Air Force Base, the pair separated after their 
military service. f·litchell studied at a conservatory in Philadelphia, while Ruff 
studied with Paul Hindemith at the Yale School of Nusic. 
Reunited as musicians Hith Hampton's jazz group, t·litchell and Ruff bill the 
duo as ''the oldest continuous group in jazz without personnel changes." 
l•lusic critics and jazz artists have praised the duo through the years dubbing 
them "jazz r.msters." In their early years, Ruff and I-1itchell used to open club 
acts for such giants of jazz as Count Basie, Dizzy Gillespie and Wiles Davis. 
111111#11## 
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MITCHELL-RUFF DUO PERFORHS AT MSU 
Jazz greats Owike 1-litchell and Uillie Ruff will appear in concert at t·lorehead 
State University on Thursday, Feb. 25, in Baird 11usic Hall at G p.m. The perforr.Jance 
is part of the 1987-88 Concert and Lecture Series of Arts in l•lorehead (AIN). Single 
admission tickets 11ill be available at the door at $5 for adults and $2.50 for 
youth age lG and under. fiSU students >lith valid J.D. cards will be admitted free. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2931. 
2-12-88jy 
DWIKE MITCHELL WilliE RUFF 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606·783·2030 
A CHILI-IIIG GET-TOGETHER 
The Morehead State University Alumni Association sponsored an alumni chili party 
prior to the ~ISU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game recently. H. Jack 
Webb, left, Greenup County schools superintendent, visited with Sue and Phillip 
D01·1dy of Russell who returned to campus for the event. Webb is a member of the 
alumni executive council. Phil Dowdy is president of the Alumni Association's 
Tri -_State Area Chap~er. 
(MSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-88py 
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ALU~INI CHILI PARTY AT MSU 
The Morehead State University Alumni Association sponsored an alumni chili party 
prior to the I•ISU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game recently. Returning 
to campus for the event 1·1ere Joel Shalt of Paris, left, and John Parton of Greenup. 
(r1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-88py 
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LITTLE EAGLE FAN 
The 1·1orehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni 
chili party prior to the f•ISU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game. Attending 
the event was Betty Yost of f.1orehead, left, who shared her sleeping, two-month-old 
son Joshua uith Doris l~ells, administrative secretary in the Department of English, 
Foreign Languages and Philosophy. 
(r-1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-88py 
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ALUNNI CHILI PARTY 
The Norehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni chili 
party prior to the t1SU-Eastern Kentucky University I.Jasketi.Jall game. Tony Palmer 
of Greenup, left, picked up refreshments from Student Alumni Ambassador Terry L. 
Nay, Kimper junior, who helped with the serving. 
(t1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-38py 
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ALUNNI CHILI PARTY 
The t·lorehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni chili 
party prior to the t1SU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game. Returning for 
the event were Gayla Thompson, center, ~nd her parents, Faye and Joe Thompson of 
Hillsboro, Ohio. Gayla is a 1978 graduate of MSU's nursing program. 
(NSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-88py 
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ALWiN! CHILI PARTY 
The ~lorehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni chili 
party prior to the t·lSU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game. Returning for 
the event were Shirley and Francis Rolph of Georgetown, Ohio, who shared a box of 
popcorn. 
(t1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-QSpy 
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ALUHNI CHILI PARTY 
The f·lorehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni chili 
party prior to the 14SU-Eastern Kentucky University _basketball game. Seated at_one 
table 1·1ere these f,ISU alumni, Tony Palmer of Greenup, left, and Lee and Susan Royse 
of Florence. 
(MSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-38py 
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FMIILY AFFAIR AT 11SU 
The Morehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni chili 
party prior to the 14SU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game. Attending the 
event·1·1ere the Fry family of Oxford, Ohio, from left, Diane, Hal, Helen and Dennis. 
(HSU student photo by linda Denton) 
2-17-88py 
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ALUI·INI GET-TOGETHER AT ~ISU 
The Morehead State University Alumni Association recently sponsored an alumni 
chili party prior to the MSU-Eastern Kentucky University basketball game. Returning 
for the event were Ann Karrick, left, and Eunice Triplett of l'1t. Sterling. 
(l·1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
2-17-38py 
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February 17, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University is seeking 
nominations for its 1988 Founders Day Award for University 
Service. 
"Individuals who have served this institution in superior 
fashion over the years are eligible and we invite our alumni 
and other friends to nominate deserving candidates," said 
Buford Crager, chairperson of MSU's Founders Day Committee. 
The award is to be presented during the annual observance 
on Thursday, March 31, as MSU celebrates its 66th birthday as 
a state institution of higher education. 
606-783-2030 
Nominations should be submitted in writing to Mr. Buford Crager, 
Morehead State University, UPO Box 724, Morehead, KY 40351. 
The nomination deadline is Friday, March 4. 
The Founders Day Award for University Service was established 
by MSU's Board of Regents in 1978. Previous recipients have included 
W. E. Crutcher, 1978; Linus A. Fair, 1979; U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins, 
1980; Dr. Warren C. Lappin, 1981; Dr. Ted L. Crosthwait, 1982; Monroe 
Wicker, 1983; Lloyd Cassity, 1984; Grace Crosthwaite, 1985; Boone Logan, 
1986; and Dr. Rondal D. Hart, 1987. 
iNWIII 
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Feb. 19, 1933 
FOR If.1MEDIATE RELEASE 
l~OREHEAD, Ky.--t1orehead State University will celebrate the third annual 
National TRIO Day with an Open House in the office of the Academic Services Center 
located in Allie Young 220 on Friday, Feb. 26, from 2 to 4 p.m. 
All University faculty, staff, and students, as well as members of the 
community are 11elcome. 
The purpose of the celebration is to call attention to the important educational 
achievements of TRIO Programs. 
"The goal of the TRIO Programs is to offer support services to enhance the 
chance of success for those individuals l'lho have the potential to succeed in 
postsecondary education, but lack the academic preparation or financial resources 
to do so," said Betty N. ~loran, director of NSU' s Academic Services Center. 
TRIO Programs have been part of the federal strategy aimed at advancing 
equal opportunity to all in postsecondary education for over tl-10 decades. Nationally, 
Educational Opportunity Centers, Special Services .• Talent Search, and Upward Bound 
Programs presently offer assistance to more than 425,000 students each year with 
information, counseling, tutoring, academic instruction, encouragement, and support. 
Included in that number are more than 10,000 individuals served by TRIO Programs 
in Kentucky; approximately 1,000 of which are served by the Special Services, Talent 
Search, and Upward Bound Programs sponsored by f~orehead State University. 
Additional information about TRIO Programs in the region is available from 
the Academic Services Center, f1orehead State University, located in Allie Young 
220 or by calling (606) 783-2005. 
1111111111 
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Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR If.lf.IEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A film producer, writer and frequent lecturer on college 
campuses, Attallah Shabazz 1~ill speak at Norehead State University on Feb. 24 
'at 7 p.m; in· Breckinridge Auditorium. 
This 1 ecture is sponsored by ~rsu' s Office of 11i nority Student Affairs as 
part of Black History l•lonth. 
The oldest daughter of El Hajj Nalik Shabazz (tolalcolr:l X), she will lecture 
on "Halcolm X, the man and father away from the podium." 
Currently Shabazz's I'IOrk includes being an assistant film director for the 
Lincoln Center Film Institute, the director of Indian Lore for the Girl's Vacation 
Fund, a fitness/health and hygiene instructor at the Ophelia DeVore School of Charm 
and part-time administrative assistant at both The Kinte Corporation (Alex Haley's 
office), and The Pacificia Radio Foundation of California. 
Shabaz~, and Yolanda King are the co-founders of flucleus, Inc.,,. a national 
touring company of educational theatre designed to motivate today's youth. 
A native of ~Jestchester County, N.Y., she graduated from the United Nations 
International School at age 17. Continuing her education, she graduated from 
Briarcliff College where she majored in International Latl and English. Her photo 
' 
Has featured on the cover of Essence Nagazine's 16th anniversary issue. 
The lecture is free and open to the public. Additional information is 
available from 14SU' s Office of l•linority Student Affairs, (606) 7!!3-2668. 
##### 
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Feb_ 19, 1988 
FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE 
t•IOREHEAD, Ky.--Horehead State University 11ill be the host site for the 15th 
annual Kentucky Philological Association (KPA) meeting f·1arch 4-5 in the Adron 
Doran University Center. 
Nearly 200 language and literature teachers are expected to attend the two-day 
sessions 1~hich include reading of literary works, creative 11ritings and research 
papers by 54 presenters. . 
The sessions, 1~hich begin at 9 a.r.1., 1~ill include "19th Century Women ~lriters," 
"Non-English Novels," "Language and Learning," and "Kentucky ~lriters." A special 
session on poetry readi ng--1~i th .authors reading their ori gina 1 works--~1i ll be held 
on Friday evening. 
"The KPA serves as a forum for ide as of interest to 1 anguage and 1 iterature 
professors," said Dr. Frances lie 1 phi nsti ne, t'iSU professor of English and outgoing 
president of KPA 1~ho is chair of the local arrangements. "Those attending 11ill 
hear stimulating presentations by Kentucky professors on some area of research or 
special interest." 
The incoming president of KPf1, Frank Stallings, professor of English at Northern 
Kentucky University, 1~i ll be the 1 uncheon banquet speaker on Harch 5. Entertainment 
will be provided by t·iSU Chamber Singers, under the direction of James Ross Beane. 
Attending the conference will be Dr. Ruth Barnes, t'ISU retired professor of 
English, an honorary member of KPA since its inception. 
PY 
Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m., Harch 4. The fee is $10. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Helphinstine at (606) 733-2770. 
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FOR II·11·1EDIATE RELEASE 
~lOREHEAD, Ky.--Since 1979, the Norehead State University Water Testing 
Laboratory has been testing public and private water supplies in Eastern and 
Southeastern Kentucky for bacterial contamination. 
606-783-2030 
According to Dr. Ted Pass, laboratory·director, more than 20,000 samples have 
been examined. Before the· ~1SU laboratory was established, water could only be 
tested in Frankfort or f·ladi son ville. The f4SU 1 ab serves 46 counties and 55 public 
water systems as well as the Farmers Home Administration, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, and many health departments east of Lexington. 
Since the MSU lab is located in the Eastern Kentucky area, results of the 
samples are normally available within 24 hours. The cost per test is $6. 
Recently, the laboratory completed a five-year study of Eastern Kentucky 
water quality. Assisting Dr. Pass in the study were Rita ~lright, 1~ater analyst, 
and b1o f·1SU students, Sandy Keener of Lexington and Sandy ~li ll i ams of Paintsville. 
"The study was done to heighten the a1~areness of residents in the laboratory's 
service area concerning the quality of ground and surface water," said Dr. Pass. 
The Kentucky Division of Uater reports that approximately one-third of the 
state's population (one million people) use self-supplied water. Ro1~an County 
alone averages 110,000 gallons daily. 
According to Dr. Pass, approximately 50 pe1·cent of the 1,761 1~ells, 27 percent 
of the 468 cisterns and 43 percent of the 231 springs that were tested in the 67 
county study tested positive for coliforms. Coliforms are bacteria native to the 




"This is an indication that the water supply may be contaminated with raw 
sewage from human or animals," he explained. 
In Rowan County, for example, 54 percent of the wells, 33 percent of the 
cisterns and 100 percent of the springs that were tested were positive for coliforms. 
"The lab meets both state and federal guidelines for water testing, and only 
certified personnel can conduct the tests on the water samples," said Dr. Pass. 
"Students majoring in biology and environmental sciences at NSU receive practical 
and research-experience-while investigating ~later-related problems,"--he-added.--
Darrin DeMoss, l·lorehead junior majoring in biology, said, "I have been working 
in the lab for three years as Dr. Pass's workship and the experience has provided 
me 1~ith an excellent understanding of the importance of the work being done there." 
I 
Additional information on the service is available from the 1•1SU Water Testing 
Laboratory, UPO Box 804, NSU, l~orehead, Kentucky 40351, or by calling Dr. Ted Pass, 
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MSU WATER TESTING LAB CONDUCTS STUDY 
Dr. Ted Pass, director of ~lorehead State University's Hater Testing Laboratory, 
center, provides supervision as MSU students Sandy Williams of Paintsville, left, 
and Diann Fannin of Olive Hill begin testing a water sample. Working in the 
background are Robin Cotten and Darrin Det·1oss, both of t-Jorehead. 
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR H11•1EDIATE RELEASE 
ADVOCATES MARCH/RALLY FOR HIGHER EDUCATIOU: A Picture Story 
FRANKFORT, Ky.--From the march up Capitol Avenue to a rally later in Dudgeon 
Civic Center, thousands of representatives from campuses statewide put aside fierca 
athletic rivalries and joined in one voice to show support for higher education. 
Converging on the state Capitol steps were nearly 3,000 marchers--mainly students 
but also faculty, staff, alumni and concerned citizens--who carried banners, balloons 
and signs to focus attention on higher education's plight under the proposed executive 
budget. 
And that's just what the march/rally's sponsors, the Kentucky Advocates for 
Higher Education and Student Advocates for Higher Education, had in mind when they 
planned the Feb. 16 event. 
Morehead State University was highly visible with a contingent of more than 700 
supporters who came via a motorcade of 10 buses and some two dozen cars and vans. 
"Part of your future has been choked ... part of your future has been shackled," 
former NSU President A. D. Albright told the crov1d at the Capitol, referring to the 
erosion of higher education due to budget cuts combined with increased enrollments. 
"Anyone who is sensitive to the creation of jobs in Kentucky, anyone who is 
sensitive to economic deve 1 opment in the commonwealth, anyone lvho is sensitive to 
increasing the quality of living in the commonwealth must s01;1ehow remove this 
strangulation of your future and Kentucky's future," said Dr. Albright, a former 
executive director of the Council on Higher Education. 
Predicting a mass exodus of talented faculty, increased tuition rates and 
further reductions in state financial aid programs if the governor's budget is 
passed, CHE member and MSU alumnus David Holton described the proposed budget as 
''not exactly good news for public schools'' and ''catastrophic" for higher education. 
Following the program at the Capitol, the scene shifted to the Civic Center 
where more than 5,000 advocates rallied around the cause of higher education with 





During a "talent showcase" spotlighting student performing groups from the 
campuses, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson made an unexpected appearance at the Civic Center 
at the invitation of the student body leaders who had delivered resolutions calling 
for more state money for universities to the governor and the legislative·.leadership. 
After visiting with students and talking with newsmen, the governor left before 
Louisville attorney and American Bar Association president-elect Stanley Chauvin told 
the audience that education couldn't take any more sacrifices. 
"The belt can't be tightened. The belly is already against the backbone," said 
Chauvin, who represented the state's 500,000 alumni and parents. 
Speaking for her 10,000 colleagues across the state, Dr. Beverly D. Sypher of 
the University of Kentucky warned of an impending "brain drain" with the best faculty 
members leaving the state. She asked, "What kind of economic development can we have 
without an educated workforce?" 
Sally McKenney of Murray, one of Kentucky's 120,000 students in universities and 
community colelges across the state, reminded her listeners that education is "not a 
special interest, but everybody's interest." 
Cutlines: 
1---With signs urging their readers to "lock into a secure future ... Support higher 
education," MSU's students joined thousands of their counterparts statewide 
for a march to the state Capitol. 
2---Students weren't the only ones marching with signs to call attention to the 
cause as administrators, faculty and staff members also took part. Among MSU's 
delegation were, from left, Dr. Jim Bowman, associate dean for education; Dr. 
Steve Taylor, acting vice president for academic affairs, and Dr. Stuart S. 
Sprague, professor of history. 
3---"Today you walk in a cause that is just as you petition, not for yourselves 
alone, but for your children and others' children," former t•lSU President A. D. 
Albright told marchers. 
4---Looking for better days ahead for higher education as they joined in the march 
were, from left, state Rep. lialter Blevins and t1SU's president, Dr. C. Nelson 
Grote. 
5---Exchanging views at the rally were, from left, Paul Stokes, Moret1ead attorney 
and Chamber of Commerce board member; Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce 
President Keith Kappes; state Rep. Rocky Ad.kins of Sandy Hook, and state Sen. 
Woody t•lay of Norgan County. 
6---State Sen. Nelson Allen of Russell, chairman of the Senate Education Committee 
and an MSU alumnus, got together at the rally with the NSU Eagle mascot. 
(~1SU photos by Ray Bradley) 
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UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
ADVOCATES ~~RCH/RALLY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION: A Picture Story 
606-783·2030 
FRANKFORT, Ky.---From the march up Capitol Avenue to a rally later in Dudgeon 
Civic Center, thousands of representatives from campuses statewide put aside fierce 
athletic rivalries and joined in one voice to show support for higher education. 
Converging on the state Capitol steps were nearly 3,000 marchers--mainly students 
!Jut also faculty, staff, alumni and concerned citizens--1·1ho carried banners, balloons 
and signs to focus attention on higher education's plight under the proposed executive 
budget. 
/\nd that's just what the march/rally's sponsors, the Kentucky Advocates for 
Higher Education and Student Advocates for Higher Education, had in mind when they 
planned the Feb. 16 event. 
t1orehead State University was highly visiule with a contingent of more than 700 
supporters 1·1ho came vi a a motorcade of 10 buses--~1hose drivers included 1·1orehead 
Mayor Jack Roe and his administrative assistant Dan Stewart--and some two dozen cars 
and vans. 
"Part of your future has been choked ... part of your future has ueen shackled," 
former 1·1SU President A.D. Albright t<Jld the crowd· at the Capitol, referring to the 
erosion of higher education due to budget cuts combined with increased enrollments. 
"Anyone who is sensitive to the creation of jobs in Kentucky, anyone who is 
sensitive to economic development in the commonwealth, anyone ~1ho is sensitive to 
increasing the quality of living in the commonwealth must someho~1 remove this 
strangulation of your future and Kentucky's future," said Dr. Albright, a fomer 
executive director of the Council on Higher Education. 
Predicting a mass exodus of talented faculty, increased tuition rates and 
further reductions in state financial aid programs if the governor's budget is 
passed, CHE member and MSU alumnus David Holton described the proposed budget as 
"not exactly good news for public schools" and ''catastrophic'' for higher education. 
Following the program at the Capitol, the scene shifted to the Civic Center 
where more than 5,000 advocates rallied around the cause of higher education with 





During a "talent showcase" spotlighting student performing groups from the 
campuses, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson made an unexpected appearance at the Civic Center 
at the invitation of the student body leaders who had delivered resolutions calling 
for more state money for universities to the governor and the legislative leadership. 
After visiting with students and talking with newsmen, the governor left before 
Louisville attorney and American Bar Association president-elect Stanley Chauvin told 
the audience that education couldn't take any more sacrifices. 
''The belt can't be tightened. The belly is already against the backbone," said 
Chauvin, who represented the state's 500,000 alumni and parents. 
Speaking for her 10,000 colleagues across the state, Dr. Beverly D. Sypher of the 
University of Kentucky warned of an impending "brain drain" with the best faculty 
members leaving the state. She asked, "What kind of economic development can we have 
1~ithout an educated workforce?" 
Sally ~1cKenney of t·1urray, one of Kentucky's 120,000 students in universities and 
community colleges across the state, reminded her listeners that education is 
''not a special interest, but everybody's interest." 
Cutlines: 
1--- Ann Sternal, executive director of the Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce, 
ties blue and gold ribbons on the van of Dr. Ron Fiel, professor of science, 
before he joins the ~1SU motorcade to Frankfort. 
2--- With signs urging their readers to ''lock into a secure future ... Support higher 
education MSU' s students join thousands of their counterparts statewide for 
a march to the state Capitol. 
3--- Students weren't the only ones marching with signs to call attention to the 
cause as administrators, faculty and staff members also took part. Among MSU's 
delegation were, from left, Dr. Jim Bowman, associate dean for education; Dr. 
Steve Taylor, acting vice president for academic affairs, and Dr. StuartS. 
Sprague, professor of history. 
4--- "Today you walk in a cause that is just as you petition not for yourselves 
alone, but for your children and others' children," former MSU President A.D. 
Albright told marchers. 
5--- Looking for better days ahead for higher education as they joined in the march 
were, from left, state Rep. Halter Blevins and NSU's president, Dr. C. Nelson 
Grote. 
6--- Heatherwise the day was as bright as the smile on the face of Sabrena Kiser, an 
t1SU student from t1orehead. 
7--- Exchanging views at the rally were, from left, Paul Stoke.s, t•lorehead attorney 
and Chamber of Commerce board member; Norehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce 
President Keith Kappes; state Rep. Rocky Adkins of Sandy Hook, and state Sen. 
Woody May of t1organ County. 
8--- State Sen. Nelson Allen of Russell, chairman of the Senate Education Committe and 
an MSU alumnus, got togett1er at the rally with the MSU Eagle mascot. 
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TOBIN SALUTED 
Among the educators and civic leaders throughout Eastern Kentucky honored during 
the "Salute to the Seventh" tour, sponsored by the Kentucky Departr.1ent of Education 
and Kentucky Appalachian Foundation, Inc., was Jonell Tobin, second from right, 
director of f1orehead State University's NSU-Morgan Center. Tobin was recognized 
for her role in the conception and development of the project and received a plaque 
from Alice NcDonald, who at the time was state Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
With them are MSU President C. Nelson Grote, left, and Dr. Morris L. llorfleet, 
president of the Kentucky Appalachian Foundation. 
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THIS ~lEEK AT f~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 21 - 27) 
Monday, Feb. 22 
5 P.M. BASKETBALL: Lady Eagles vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-
Athletic Center. Additional information: {606) 783-2500. 
7:30P.M. BASKETBALL: Eagles vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-
Athletic Center. Additional information: {606) 783-2500. 
Tuesday, Feb. 23 
9:15 P.M. 0~1EGA PSI PHI FILM: "Malcolm X," Claypool-Young Art Building, 
Room 111. Additional information: {606) 783-2668. 
Wednesday, Feb. 24 
7 P.M. LECTURE, Attallah Shabazz, daughter of El Hajj Nalik Shabazz (f~alcolm 
X), will speak on "Malcolm X, the man and father away from the podium." Additional 
information: (606) 783-2668. 
Thursday, Feb. 25 
5 P.M. BASKETBALL: Lady Eagles vs. Bellarmine, Academic-Athletic Center. 
Additional information: {606) 783-2500. 
8 P.~1. ARTS IN 1·10REHEAD: f·litchell-Ruff Jazz Duo, Baird l~usic Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2931. 
8 P.M. THEATRE PRODUCTION: The Dining· Room, Button Auditorium; thru Feb. 27. 
Additional information: {606) 783-2170. 
Friday, Feb. 26 
9 A.M. JAZZ AND STUDIO MUSIC CLINIC, Baird l~usic Hall; also Feb. 27. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2488. 
2- 4 P.M. TRIO OPEN HOUSE, Allie Young Hall 220. Additional information: 
{606) 783-2005. - . 
7 P.M. CONCERT: Saud Productions, Grill, Adron Doran University Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2668. 
Saturday, Feb. 27 
9 A.M. GOVERNOR'S CUP COMPETITION, campus. Additional information: (GOG) 
783-2031. 
10 A.N. - 8 P.M. OUTDOOR SHOW, Laughlin Health Building and lvetherby 
Gymnasium; also Feb. 28, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-6221. 
2 - 5 P.M. ADNISSIONS OPEN HOUSE, Adron Doran University Center. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000 or toll free 1-800-262-7474. 
##### 
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Feb. 19, 1988 
FOR If'lt•lED lATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Ro1~an County High School, t·1ontgomery County High School and 
Russell High School won first, second and third place respectively in the Regional 
Senior High Speech Festival Sweepstakes held recently at 1·1orehead State University. 
The S11eepstakes Trophy is given to those schoo 1 s who prove they are the avera ll 
best in quality in the competition. The winners will proceed to the state finals 
to be held at the University of Kentucky on 11arch 4-5. 
Individual winners who ~1ill advance to the state tournament are: (listed 
alphabetically by school) 
Johnson Central: Yvonna t1eade and Devonna Runyon, persuasive speaking; 
Yvonna f•leade, prose; f•lelanie Park, poetry; Leah Castle and nary t·lcKenzie, duo 
acting, and f.1ary HcKenzie, storytelling; 
lewis County: Tony Risso and John Denham, extemporaneous speaking; 
Hontgomery County: Tina Denniston, t•laria Kemplin and nelissa t'JcGuire, solo 
acting; Crystal Stepllens, persuasive speaking; Lisa 1-lcGlothen and Tomr;Jy Bond, 
informative speaking; Hike Shrout, extemporaneous speaking; llerbie Blevins, Bill 
Brown and Ron Cl1isenhall, prose; Sandi Collins, iclelissa ticGuire and Laut·a Faulkner, 
dramatic interpretation; Sherry Huff, Bill Bro1vn and Laura Faulkner, poetry; 1'1ike 
Ratliff and Jim Scott Chandler, broadcasting; Danny Manning and Leslie Jones, 
humorous interpretation; Tina Denniston and Crystal Stephens, Sandi Collins and 
Tommy []and, Leslie Jones and Jim Guy, duo <:cting; Sherry Huff and Jim Guy, storytelling; 
Paul Blazer: Stacey l·Jorley, poetry; Jay Rickey and 1·1att flall, broadcasting; 
Chris Sologic, humorous interpretation, and Chris Sologic, storytelling; 
Rowan County: January Price, Se Layne and Adrielle Craft, solo acting; 
Deidre Glasser, Claire Cain and f.iary 1Jhidden, persuasive speaking; Rachel Craft, 
Todd Scott and Angie Spencer, informative speaking; Claire Cain, Tricia Snow and 
1•1ary Sprague, extemporaneous speaking; January P·rice, Danielle Cornett and nary 
Whidden, prose; Se Layne and Julie Sellers, dramatic interpretation; Adrielle Craft, 
Danielle Cornett and Lee Ann Breeze, poetry; Deidre Glasser and llary Sprague, 
broadcasting; Julie Sellers, humorous interpretation; Jim t1ashewski and Amy Archbold, 
David Brewster· and Lee Ann Breeze, duo acting; Todd Scott, Rachel Craft and Amy 
Archbold, storytell inq; 
broadcasting; Jim Bradley and Crystal Maynard, Rob Cline and Anthony Bagnoli, duo 
acting, and Gaylon Combs, storytelling. 
py 
More than 150 students competed in the speech festival. 
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Feb. i9, 1988 
FOR IIHIEDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, KY .--Russell t·liddle School, Rowan County tliddle School and t1ontgor.Jery 
County School won first, second and third place respectively in the Regional Junior 
High School Speech Festival S~1eepstakes held recently at t·1orehead State University. 
The S1~eepstakes Trophy is given to those schools 1~ho prove they are the overall 
best in quality in the competition. The winners will proceed to the state finals 
to be held at the University of Kentucky on f'larch 19. 
Individual winners who 1~ill advance to the state tournament are: (listed 
alphabetically by school) 
Flat Gap: Christy Preston, oratorical declamation; Isabelle Trusty and Christy 
Preston, extemporaneous speaking; Melanie Taylor, public speaking; Laura Picklesimer, 
Ethena Lyons and Andrea Hensley, poetry; Vanessa Adams and Franci Rose, r.Jonologue; 
Isabelle Trusty and Melanie Taylor, broadcasting, and Andrea Hensley and Tina 
Tackett, duo acting; 
McNabb Middle: Casey Miller, extemporaneous speaking; Trina llcFarland, public 
speaking; Brady Shultz and Dishauna Ragan, storytelling; Dishauna :<agan and f·lelissa 
Bennett, poetry; Janie Price Brother and Denise /\;;1burgey, monologue; Kent Ilruce, 
broadcasting; Trina McFarland and Josh Green, prose; Kellee Camp~ell and April 
Walters, Kelly Foster and Brady Shultz, April Mullins and Candy Clayton, duo acting; 
t.lontgomery County: Tony t'lcKi nney, extemporaneous speaking; Gina Fleming, pub 1 i c 
spealdng; Chad Ratliff, Robin Shelley and Bryan Beasley, storytelling; Tar.1r:1y Cler.10ns 
and Ryan Sargent, monologue; Tony 1·1cKinney, L>roudcasting; Jessie Shrout, interpretation 
of literature; Gina Fleming and Ryan Sargent, prose; Bryan Beasley and Chad Ratliff, 
Tammy Clemons and Jessie Shrout, duo acting; 
Rowan County f.liddle: ;;pril Staton and 1\lisa Burchett, oratorical declamation; 
John Chafin and Camille McNeely, public speakirig; Aaron Hopper, Christy Medley and 
Cassie Rice, storytelling; 1·1indi Brown, Heather Huie and Alison t·lcCarty, poetry; 
Julie Serey, Sarah Hammons and Sharon Bolt, monologue; Cliff Scott and Danny Sharp, 
broadcasting; Alison McCarty and Dara Glasser, interpretation of literature; Marsha 
Franks and Christie Medley, prose; Cassie Rice and John Chafin, Bennett Sprague and 
Lee t·1itch~>ll _ rllln ~rtinn' 
1\U:S::tCII riiUUit:; I.Jt:ll .:JIIt::II..UII, I..UUICllllllt: IIJU..;) UIIU ...J~I;;t-'IIV.III,..- VJ'-' Vllwl"'-'' '"""""' 
declamation; Stephanie Lather and ~1auri cia Sanchez, extemporaneous speaking; Amy 
Ditty and Amy Gabhart, public speaking; Rose Kim, Jay Dunbar and Handy Pecka, 
storytelling; Erin Slone, Robin Vermillion and Christi Risner, poetry; Allison 
Walters, George Bagnoli and Jesse Norman, monologue; Sarah Thompson and Stacy 
Coriell, Lincoln-Douglas Debate; Leyla Touma, Julie Armstrong and Christy Batey, 
broadcasting; Becky Stamper and Amber t'leyers, interpretation of 1 itera ture; Becky 
Stamper, Naomie Stucker and Erin Slone, prose; Mandy Pecka and Jeff Shelton, 
Stephanie Shafer and Heather tkKenzie, Amy Bojles and Sarah Haines, duo acting. 
py 
More than 125 students competed in the speech festival. 
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Feb. 20, 1983 
FOR It<li•lEDIATE RELEASE 
i·lOREHEAD, Ky.--The Rev. Daniel Berrigan, internationally-known social activist, 
1~ill speak at Horehead State University Tuesday, t·larch 1, at 7 p.m. in the Crager 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
The topic of his speech will be, ''A Peace Making Citizen in a War Making 
Society." The lecture is free and open to the public. 
Berrigan, a Jesuit priest, poet and playwright as \'/ell as an activist, has 
.. 
authored nearly 30 books. His involvement in social causes has bridged three 
decades and has included the Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam War, Draft Resistance, 
Nuclear Armaments, and the 1'/ar in El Salvador. 
Additional information on Berrigan's visit is available by calling the r.lSU 
Department of Sociology, Social ~Jork, and Corrections, (606) 783-2243 or the Rev. 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 20, 1988 
FOR II1NEDIATE RELEASE 
I'IUREIIEAD, Ky.--The first meeting of ~1orehead State University's Great.Books 
Program, Adult Division, will be held 1·1arch 1, 6:30 p.m. on the fifth floor of the 
Camden-Carroll Library. 
The Great Books Program can serve as a preparation for students to improve. 
scores on national tests and an improvement plan by public school teachers, according 
to Faye Belcher, HSU library consultant. It can also be used for continuing education 
and for the enjoyment of the participant. 
High-school seniors, college students, citizens of l·lorehead and the surrounding 
area, and the faculty and staff of f.lorehead State University are encouraged to attend. 
Additional information on the program is available from Betty Jo Peters, assistant 
professor of English, 783-2196 or Nancy Sartor, UPO 1293, J:Jorehead State University 
or Belcher, 783-2251. 
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Feb. 20, 198[! 
FOR HU·lEDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REfiEAD, Ky.--~lorehead State University's Department of 11usic will host 
its 16th annual Jazz Clinic on Feb. 26-27. 
Open to high school jazz ensembles, the clinic will begin Friday at 9 a.~. 
at Baird tlusic Hall. !lore than 300 students from high schools in Ohio, Kentucky 
and Indiana are expected to attend. 
Headlining the list of guest clinicians will be jazz guitarist and NoPro 
Records recording artist Cal Collins, who has \'lorked ltith llenny Goodman, Rosemary 
Clooney, lloody Herr.1an and other jazz greats. 
Other guest clinicians include: 
Pat Harbison, trumpets, CJ fuculty member ~lith the University of Cincinnati's 
jazz program; 
Tom Senff, trombones, freelance musician who has played in the big bands of 
Stan Kenton and Herman; 
Jim Rupp, drums, big band veteran musician who toured the U.S. and Europe 
11i th the bands of Herman, l·laynard Ferguson und Glenn Hiller. He a 1 so has recorded 
for several television specials. 
The 1·1SU Jazz Ensemble II, directed by David Anderson, t·1SU assistant professor 
of music, 1·1ill launch a series of host concerts ~lith a perforr.mnce at 10 a.m. on 
Friday in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Other host concerts will include: 
Friday 1 p.m. 
4 p.m. 
HSU PERCUSSION ENSEI·IBLE, under the direction of Frank 
Oddis, assistant professor of music. 
t11SU GUITAR ENSEI·IBLE, under the direction of Ruymond 
Ross, assist<~nt professor of music. 
Suturday 10:30 a.m. NSU JAZZ FUSION ErJSEt,IBLE, under the direction of Jay 
Flippin, ussociate professor of music. 




The clinic's feature concert ~1ill be given by The Blue \Hsp Big Band, a 
jazz group from Cincinnati, at 8 p.m. Friday in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The host concerts are free and open to the public; however, there ~1ill be 
an admission fee for the public for the Blue \jisp performance. Tickets will be 
available at the door at $5 each. 
During the t~1o-day clinic, concerts also will be given by the participating 
high school ensembles. A~1ards for the most outstanding jazz ensemble, outstanding 
soloist will be presented at the final host concert on Saturday. 
MSU music faculty assisting as clinicians will include Anderson, saxophones; 
Flippin, keyboards, and Chuck Archard, bass. 
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GUEST CLINICIAN 
Jazz guitarist and recording artist with 11oPro Records Cal Collins heads the 
list of guest clinicians for 1·1orehead State University's 16th anriual Jazz Clinic 
this weekend (Feb. 26-27). r·lore than 300 high school jazz musicians from Kentucky, 
Ohio and Indiana are expected for the two-day program of clinics and performances. 
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ACADEMIC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 SI'Jeet 16 Acader:1ic 
Sho1·1case held recently at r.\orehead State University 1·1ere these students from 
Paul G. Blazer High School. They are Teresa Harvey, Rich Boyle, Lance Russell 
and Steve Meyers. The Showcase, a statewide proqrar:1 based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governr:1ent. 
(f.iSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADENIC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 .~cademic 
Sho1·1case held recently at t·lorehead State University were these students from 
Powell County High School. They are Chris Chandler, Duane Craft, Darrell Townsend 
and James Wrigl1t. Tile Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEtUC SIIEET 16 .P1\RTICIPAIHS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Morehead State University were these students from 
Oneida Baptist Institute High School. They are Jon Hinds, Clay Maney, Scott 
Stidham and Kenny Weaver. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, 
is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(riSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC SWEET 16 PARTICIPAtiTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet lG Academic 
Showcase he 1 d recently at Horehead State University 1'/ere these students from 
norgan County High Schoo 1 . They are Iii 11 i am T. Keeton, Paul B. Smith, Darren 
Ross and nark Holbrook. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, 
is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t-ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEMIC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at ~1orehead State University were these students from 
Leslie County High SchooL They are Jeanine Brock, John rlorgan, 11ayne Le1~is 
and Dwight Morgan. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is 
coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley} 
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ACADEme SWEET 16 PARTICIPAIITS 
A~ong those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Horehead State University 11ere these students from 
~enifee County High School. They are Lisa Shephard, Hark Nickell, William Mayer 
and l!ayna Roach. The Showcase, a state11ide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t1SU photo by Ray Brad.l ey) 
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ACADH1IC SllEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the· computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held·r~cently at Morehead State University were these students from 
Allen Central High School. They are Chris Kidd, Charles Bentley, Tim Stephens 
and Gary Samons. The Showcase, a state11ide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
lt·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC SHEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Ar.10ng those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Sho~1case held recently at Norehead State University were these students from 
Belfry High School. They are ~1issy l·lcCoy, Douglas Thacker and Danny Chapman. 
The Showcase, a statewide prograQ based in Lexington, is coordinated by the 
Lexington-Fayette Drban County Government. 
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEtUC SHEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Ar.1ong tlwse competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 S~1eet 16 ~~cademic 
Showcase held recently at l·lorehead State University were these students from 
l·lullins High School. They are Jerer.Jy Burnette, Chuck Williams and Leigh Anne 
Fields. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governr.1ent. 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIHC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-lG Sweet 16 Academic 
Sh01~case held recently at ~1orehead State University was Delmer L. \Jatts fro101 
D. C. Combs Memorial High School shown here with his teacher Karen Campbell. 
Tile Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is coordinated by the 
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(f·ISU photo by Ray Bradley) · 
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ACADEIHC SUEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sueet 1G Academic 
Shovtcase held recently at 1-lorehead State University were these students from 
East Carter County High School. They are Chris Harris, D. Chad t·lcCoy, t·lark D. 
Strother and R. Patrick Richardson II. The Showcase, a statewide program based 
in Lexington, is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t-ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEHIC SUEET 16 PARTICIPIUITS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sueet 16 Academic 
Sho~1case held recently at 1·1orehead State University 1·1ere these students from 
Greenup County High School. They are Jon Hieneman, Tom llcGinnis, Raymond Todd 
1·1ontgomery, Denice Cooper and, standing, Jennifer Adkins. The Sh011case, a state\'lide 
program based in Lexington, is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County 
Government. 
(nsu photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEf.IIC SUEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13~16 Sweet 16 Academic 
StiO\·Icase held recently at l·lorehead State University 1·1ere these students from 
St. Camillus ;;cademy High School. Tl1ey are Robert Taylor, l·iatthew Silver, Randy 
Yarger and Robert Martin. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, 
is coordinated by tl1e Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(11SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEHIC SIIEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Morehead State University were these students from 
Virgie High School. They are Craig Gurke, Aaron Little, Alecia Wright and Jami 
Branham. The ShOIKase, a state1vide program based jn Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(r·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIHC SWEET Hi PARTICIPANTS 
A~ong those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Morehead State University were these students fro~ 
!Hddlesboro High School. They are· Paul Steely, Andre1·1 Rad11ell, .:Jere~y Idol and 
Thanai Pongdee. The ShoNcase, a statewide p1·ogram based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the .Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEI-1IC S~IEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
ShOiicase held recently at t•lorehead State University were these students from· 
11. C. Napier High School. They are Nora Matos, Jamie Williams, Philip Neace 
and Sidney Hurt. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(nsu photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEHIC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Morehead State University 1rere these students from 
Knott County High School. They are Darian·Ratliff, Donnie Salmons, Stephen Hunter 
and James E. Risner. The Showcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is 
coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t•iSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEme SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
A~ong those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Sho\'lcase held recently at t·lorehead State University 1vere these students from 
Corbin High School. They are Donald Poynter, Sheila Blair, Cheryl \'litt and Jack 
Lawson. The Shol'lcase, a statewide program based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEme SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Sh01~case l1eld recently at i'lorehead State University \vere these students from 
Prestonsburg High School. They are Brian Stewart, Ernest Croot, Dave Stanford 
and Byron C1·i der. Standing is E1·nest Croot, teacher. The Sho\'lcase, a statewide 
program based in Lexington, is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County 
Government. 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEMIC SWEET 16 PARTICIPANTS 
Among those competing in the computer section of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held recently at Horehead State University 11ere these students from 
Boyd County High School. They are Stephen Schuster, Cynthia Fields and Rhonda 
Griffith. The Sho11case, a statewide prograr.1 based in Lexington, is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(IISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC SHEET Hi REGIONAL WINfiERS 
Pikeville High School's team won first place in the math competition of the Region 
13-16 Sweet 16 Academic Showcase held at t-lorehead State University. Team members 
are, from left, Dulcena Cantrell, Donald Tackett, Jessie Bagley and Neil Salyer. 
They will compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase finals in.Lexington March 23-25. More than 400 students from 40 high 
schools competed. in the regional contest at HSU. The statewide program is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEHIC SWEET 16 REGIONAL IIIIIIIERS 
Winners of the three-dimensional art competition in the Region 13-1G Sweet 16 
Academic Showcase held at Morehead State University, included, from left, Lonnie 
Bailey of Williamsburg High School, second place, and Kathy Meehan of Dilce Combs 
High School, fourth. They 1·1ill compete for more tl1an $50,000 in scholarships 
in the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase finals in Lexington March 23-25. ~ore than 
400 students from 40 high schools competed in the regional contest at MSU. The 
statewide program is. coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(l·lSU photo by Ray [lradl ey) 
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1\CADEHIC SUEET 16 REGIONAL liiNilERS 
Winners of the speech competition in the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Acade~ic Showcase 
held at f·1orehead State University included, from left, Todd Scott of Ro1·1an County 
Senior High School, first place; Tobi Cool of Elkhorn City High School, second; 
~isty Daniels of Pikeville High School, third, and Julie Hunt of Boyd County, 
fourth. They ~1ill compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the S11eet 
16 Academic Showcase finals in Lexington Harch 23-25. More than 400 students 
from 40 high schools competed in the regional contest at ~SU. The statewide 
program is coordinated Ly the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governr.~ent. 
(f·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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1\CADEIUC SHEET 16 REGIDilAL WlllNERS 
Hinners of the instrumental music competition in the Region 13-16 S\'leet 16 Academic 
Showcase held at Morehead State University included, from left, Su-Hun Sea of 
St. Camillus Acader.1y, first place, and Brent Gallaher of Ro11an County Senior 
High School, second. They will compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships 
in the S11eet 16 Academic Sho\'lcase finals in Lexington t-larch 23-25. l•iore than 
400 students from 40 high schools competed in the regional. contest at MSU. The 
statewide program. is cool'dinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(11SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC S\IEET 16 REGIDr~AL \IINI~ERS 
\vinners of the vocal music competition in the Region 13-16 S1veet 16 Academic 
Showcase held at Morehead State University included, from left, Melanie S. Park 
of Johnson Central High School, first; Willy Akadil of Oneida Baptist Institute, 
second; Lee Anne IJal ke of RoHan County Senior High School, third, and Theressa 
ncDaniels of Cumberland High School, fourth. They 1vill compete for I;]Ol"e than 
$50,000 in scholarships in tl1e Sweet.16 Acodemic Showcase finals in Lexington 
March 23-25. More than 400 students from 40 high schools competed in the regional 
contest at MSU. The statewide program is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette 
Urban County Government. 
(flSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEme SWEET 16 REGIONAL IHNflERS 
Greenup County High School's team placed fourth in the math competition of the 
Region 13-16 S1·1eet 16 1\cademic Sh01~case held at Horehead State University. Tear:1 
members are, from left, 011en Baier, Andy Allen, Ranice Hannah and Brian Stepl1ens. 
They will compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the Sweet 16 Acade"1ic 
Showcase finals in Lexington Harch 23-25. More than 400 students from 40 high 
schools competed in the regional contest at MSU. The statewide program is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC SI-IEET 16 REGIONAL WINIIERS 
Leslie County High School's team took third place in the math cor.rpetition of 
the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic Sho\'tcase held at f.lorehead State University. 
Team members are, from left, Mark Hines, Michael Ervin, Tracy Hoskins and Keith 
Stewart. They will compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the Sweet 
lG Academic Showcase finals in Lexington March 23-25. f.lore than 400 students 
from 40 high schools competed in the regional contest at ~·ISU. The statettide 
program is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(t·1SU photo uy Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEf.liC SWEET 16 REGIONAL WirmERS 
St. Camillus Academy placed second in the math competition of the Region 13-16 
Sl'/eet 16 Academic Shol'lcase held at r1orehead State University. Team members are, 
from left, Kevin Prevatte, Yash Patil, Eric l·lcKinney and Brad Scott. They will 
compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the S11eet 16 ,\cademic Sho~tcase 
finals in Lexington March 23-25. More than 400 students from 40 high schools 
competed in the regional contest at NSU. The statel'lide program is coordinated 
by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governmeni. 
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ACADEtuC SWEET 16 REGIOIIAL WIIIIIERS 
Placing second in the computer competition of the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic 
Showcase held at Norehead State University 1~as a team from Jackson City High 
School. Team members are, fro1:1 left, Steve Deaton, Jeff 1-lorrison, Bill Brown 
and Patty L. ~~shcraft. They will compete for more than $50,000 in scholarships 
at the Sweet 16 Academic Shoucase finals March 23-25 in Lexington. The stateHide 
program is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. More 
than 400 students from 40 high schools were on MSU's campus for the regional 
contest. 
(l·lSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEIUC SIIEET 16 REGIONAL IHNJIERS 
Rnnked thi1·d in the cor.1puter cor.1petition of the Region 13-1G Sweet 16 Academic 
Sho\'lcase held at l1lorehead State University was the Le~tis County High School team 
composed of, from left, Jamie Gibson, Thomas 1·1assie, Billy Bryant and Richard 
Bloor.1field. They will cor.1pete 1·1arch 23-25 in the Svteet 1G 1\cadelilic Showcase 
finals in Lexington for r.1ore than $50,000 in scholarships. The state1·1ide program 
is coordinated by the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Governr.1ent. Hore than 400 
students from 40 high schools participated in the regional contest on ilSU's car.1pus. 
(tlSU photo l>y Ray Bradley) 
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ACADEHIC SWEET 16 REGIONAL llltiiiERS 
Owsley County High Scliool 's team came in fourth in the conputer competition of 
the Region 13-16 Sweet 16 Academic Showcase held at Morehead State University. 
Team memuers are, from left, B;et Jackson, James G1·een and Chris Turner. They 
1·1i 11 compete for r.1ore than $50 ,000 in scho 1 a rshi ps at the S11eet 1G Academic Sh01~case 
finals in Lexington March 23-25. The statewide program is coordinated by the 
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. More than 400 students from 40 high 
schools 11ere on ~1SU's car.~pus for the 1·egional contest. 
(t.ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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AC/\DEHIC SUEET 16 REGIONAL \HNfiERS 
Hinners of the t1·1o-dit:Jensional art competition in the Region 13-16 S11eet 16 Acader.~ic 
Showcase held at Morehead State University included, from left, Kothlyne Keer 
of Allen Central High School, first place; Tracy Morris of Dilce Combs High School, 
second, and Tina Blevins of Boyd County High School, third. They 1~ill compete 
for more than $50,000 in scholarships in the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase finals 
in Lexington March 23-25. More than 4UO students frot:J 40 high schools competed 
in the regional contest at J.lSU. The state11ide program is coordinated by tile 
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. 
(f.lSU photo L>y Ray Bradley) 
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Feb. 23, 1988 
FOR HlNEDIATE RELEASE 
I·IOREHEAD, Ky.--f·1orehead State University's Eta Gamma Chapter of Theta Chi 
social fraternity has selected Michael Scott Sutton as the 1937 Outstanding 
Undergraduate student. 
To lle selected, Sutto.n v1as nominated by his chapter and received recommendations 
from his peers. 
He is the son of Barbara Sutton of Frankfort. 
A senior sociology/corrections major, Sutton 1~as his chapter's vice president 
and treasurer and served as its 1987 Founders Day chairman. He is a member of 
Pi Gamma f.lu international social sciences honor society and president of the 
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Feb. 23, 1988 
FOR H1NEDIATE RELEASE 
iciOREHEAD, Ky.--florehead State University's Individual Events (IE) team took 
first place in a field of 16 schools in the recent George Mason Individual Events 
Speech Tournament in Fairfax, Virginia. 
''We had several finalists and both our varsity and novice competitors had 
many outstanding individual accomplishments," said Cathy Thomas, MSU assistant 
-professor of speech and IE team coach. 
Individual winners included: 
Lori Ha1~kins, Elkhorn City sophomore, first place in prose interpretation, 
first place in impromptu speaking, third place in dramatic duo and fifth place 
in informative speaking; 
Darin Blackburn, Elkhorn City sophomote, fi r·s t p 1 ace in poetry interpretation 
and foutth place in dramatic duo; 
John Burchett, Horehead sophomore, third place in dramatic duo; 
Kellie Crump, Cynthiana freshman, third place in informative speaking and 
best novice in that event, fourth place in poetry interpretation and best novice 
in that event; 
Krys Lynam, Cynthiana freshman, fourth place in persuasive speaking and 
best novice in that event, and best novice in impromptu speaking; 
Chance Pennington, tlorehead freshman, fourth p 1 ace in dramatic duo and best 
novice in that event. 
Also adding to the first place finish 11ere two freshmen, Carol Tyler of Ht. 
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Feb. 23, 1988 
FOR H'lt·1EDIATE RELEASE 
f··10REHEAD, Ky.--A Procurement l'Jorkshop, designed for area 11holesalers and 
manufacturers interested in selling supplies to the federal governr.~ent, will be 
held at Morehead State University on Thursday, March 3. 
The workshop will be held in the conference room on the first floor of 
Butler Hall from G to 0:30 p.m. It is open to all individuals without regard to 
race, color, sex, creed, or national origin. 
Speakers for the session will include Jim Kurz, Kentucky Procurement Assistance 
Prograr.1 (KPAP) director; Tim Back, KPAP research assistant ~lith the University of 
Kentucky; Rudy Har.1lin, KPAP contracting specialist for UK, and Ernest Begley II, 
MSU's Small Business Developr.1ent Center director who is coordinating the activity. 
The workshop is sponsored by the U.S. Defense Logistics Agency of the U.S. 
Department of Defens·e, U.S. Sr.1all Business Administration, Gateway Area Development 
District, ~!orehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce, and I·ISU' s Small Business 
Developr.1ent Center in the School of Business and Economics. 
Registration and additional information is available from i'ISU's Small Business 
Development Center, (606) 783-2077 .. 1irrangements will be made to accommodate 
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Feb. 23, 1980 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, KY. --f·lorehead State University's Continuing Education Program for 
nurses and allied health professionals is sponsoring two workshops during the 
first 1·1eek of J.1arch in the Adron Doran University Center. 
The first workshop, entitled Pediatric Nursing Assessment I, will be held 
Wednesday through Friday, f·larch 2-4. It will focus on the nursing evaluation of 
respiratory and cardiovascular functions of toddler and preschool aged children. 
Sandra Gibson, nurse practitioner at Children's Hospital Medical Center in 
Cincinnati, Oh·io, will provide the instruction. 
The registration fee for this workshop is $90 and includes 15 contact hours 
of instruction as approved by the Kentucky Board of Hursing. Participants will 
need to uear clothes suitable for laboratory practice and bring a stethoscope and 
a s~all plastic ruler. 
A one-day se~inar for radiologic technologists will be held on Saturday, March 
5. Topics to be covered will include radiographic artifacts, basics of ultrasound, 
in-jection techniques, infection control and hu~an aspects of patient care. 
The faculty will include radiologic technologists Ken i~ddington and Setty 
Addington, fligl1lands Regional ~edical Center; Susan Enlow, St. Joseph's llospital; 
Janet Gross, ~SU's Baccalaureate Nursing Progra~ coordinator, and Rae S~ith, MSU's 
radiologic technology progra~ coordinator. 




Additional workshops scheduled for the spring semester on MSU's campus are: 
. Narch 10, Nursing Standards 
April 6-8, Pediatric Assessment II 
April 8, Legal Aspects in Health Care Education 
April 21, Medical Technology Seminar 
April 23, Time t-lanagement in Health Care 
April 28, Pharmacology Update 
April 29, Demystifying Nurses Nanagement 
May 4-6, Pediatric Assessment III 
The Continuing Education Program is administered through ~'1SU's Department of 
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences. All participants attending the sessions will 
receive continuing education units from HSU. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2635. 
####### 
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Feb. 23, 1988 
FOR Il~l·1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A l1orehead State University graduate, Leslie Spradlin of 
Mt. Sterling, has been elected president of the Student Research Group, American 
Association for Dental Research. 
Spradlin, now a third year dental student at the University of Louisville 
School of Dentistry, also has been selected to participate in her second 
international research meeting. She will present findings of her research in 
periodontal ligament cells (conducted with Dr. Russell Pough, U of L School of 
l·1edicine Biochemistry Department chairman) at the meeting in l·1ontreal in !·larch. 
She also will represent U of L at the American Dental Association-sponsored 
national research competition next fall. 
AADR's Student Research Group is composed of students working on research 
projects at the nation's 58 dental schools. Spradlin was instrumental in organizing 
the charter group of student researchers at U of L. 
The daughter of Bob and Peggy Spradlin of Mt. Sterling, she earned her B.S. 




MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 23, 1933 
FOR U1t·lED If1 TE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Dr. George Troutt, coordinator of regional in-serv·;ce activities 
in the College of Professional Studies at Morehead State University, has been 
awarded a $144,401 grant to train personnel in the Kentucky Beginning Teacher 
Internship Program. 
IJith the grant, funded by the Kentucky Department of education, J.-JSU' s training 
program will provide initial certification in the Florida Performance 1·1easurement 
System (FPI·lS) as 1~ell as the latest information for those persons already in the 
program. 
"Beginning observers 11ill becooe trained and certified in the FPJ.iS," said 
Dr. Troutt. "Public school personnel and university faculty already in the program 
11ill be recertified so they can continue to be accurate and provide up to date 
teaching methods." 
The Beginning Teacher Internship Program, established in 1985, offers assistance 
in developing teacher behavior for first year teachers. The FPf.lS syster;l is a 
proven observation measurement system that provides specifics rather than 
generalizations to be used as guidelines for new teachers, according to Dr. Troutt. 
"f•iSU will continue to use the Florida system for one more year," he said. 
The grant runs through June 30, 1938. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 24, 1988 
FOR m~EOIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky. --t·1orehead State University's men's and women's bowling teams 
are ranked among the top 10 in the nation. Recent rankings have the men's team 
ranked eighth and the 1~omen' s team ranked sixth. 
At the recent Eagle Classic held at Capri Bowling Lanes in Dayton, Ohio, the 
men's team took first place and the women's team placed second. 
The MSU Gold team averaged 1,041 and defeated Lawrence Tech by 77 pins and 
Wichita State by 122 pins in the three-game event and the nine-game baker games. 
The NSU Blue team placed fourth by just 29 pins. 
The HSU Gold won the all-events over La~1rence Tech by 259 pins and 324 pins 
over the University of Cincinnati. 
In the individual nine-game all-events, Bill l~atson of Franklin, Ohio, finished 
in ninth place, Scott Johnson of Dunbar, W. Va., finished lOth, and Steve Todd of 
Waverly, W. Va., finished in 11th place. 
The women's team finished second behind Indiana State by 141 pins in the 
all-events and 111 pins in the team and baker. Ohio State finished third in both 
events. 
Sharon 01~en of Bowling Green placed third in the individual all-events with 
an average of 205 (1,848 score) and Chris Gawlik of Rolling 1·1eadows, Ill., placed 
fifth with a 203 average (1,828 score). Gawlik placed second in the six game 




TI·ps. ---~~ - PUBUC INFORMATION JUDITH YftNCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
THIS IJEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 28- f·1arch 5) 
Sunday, Feb. 28 
11 A.M. - 4 P.~1. OUTDOOR SHOH, Laughlin Health Building and Wetherby 
Gymnasium. Additional information: (606) 783-6221. 
Tuesday, March 1 
8 A.M. - 4 P.M. ART EXHIBIT: Barbara Kendrick, Gallery, Claypool-Young 
Art Building; Saturdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.; thru March 12. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2766. 
7 P.M. LECTURE: the Rev. Daniel Berrigan, internationally-known social 
activist, will speak on ''A Peace Making Citizen in a War Making Society," Crager 
Room, Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2243. 
Hednesday, March 2 
8:15A.M. - 5 P.M. NURSING HORKSHOP: Pediatric Assessment I, Adron Doran 
University Center; also f·1arch 3, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and !•larch 4, 8 a.m.-noon. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
Thursday, t·1a rc h 3 
8 P.f1. PHI MU ALPHA TALENT SHOU, Button Auditorium. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
Friday, March 4 
8:30 A.H. KENTUCKY PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, Adron Doran University Center; 
also March 5. Additional information: (606) 783-2778. 
Saturday, March 5 
8 A.M. NURSING WORKSHOP: Radiologic Technology Seminar, Adron Doran University 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
8 P.M. ARTS IN MOREHEAD: Famous People Players presents "A Little Like Magic,'' 




JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STAlE UNVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KV 40351 606-783-2030 
SPEAKER: The Rev. Daniel Berrigan, social activist 
TOPIC: A Peace Making Citizen in aHar Making Society 
DATE: Tuesday, March 1, 1988 
TIME: 7 p.m. 
PLACE: Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center 
From the Civil Rights t-lovement to the Vietnam l~ar and the resistance to 
the draft and from nuclear armament to the war in San Salvador, Rev. Berrigan 
has been in the forefront of social reform. t-ledia coverage of his talk is 
encouraged. 
2-25-88jy 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 26. 1988 
FOR If.JNEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, KY.--WHKY, 90.3 Ff•1, public radio from f1orehead State University, 
will provide live air coverage of, debates among the 1988 Presidential candidates. 
The Republican candidates debate Saturday, March 5. Democratic candidates 
meet Sunday, Narch G. Both debates will be broadcast live fror.1 Nashville, Tenn., 
at 5 p.m. 
The debates lead up to Super Tuesday, Narch 8. Kentucky voters will participate 
in the Super Tuesday primary elections. The debates are sponsored by the League 
of Homen Voters. 
f1ore i nforrnati on on llf·1KY' s programming or on how to become a Wf·IKY member is 
available by calling (606) 783-2001. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 4035i 606-783-2030 
Feb. 26, 1988 
FOR UlNEDIATE RELEASE 
f.IOREHEAD, Ky.--~1ore than $10,600 in institutional research grants were awarded 
to eight ~lorehead State University educators recently. 
The latest awards bring the number of research and creative production 
proposals funded during the 1987-88 academic year to 12 for a total amount in excess 
of $26,000 according to Dr. Stephen S. Taylor, NSU acting vice president for academic 
. affairs. 
"Designed to encourage research and creativity 1·1hile defraying project costs, 
the grants help to stimulate the professional growth which is vital to an academic 
community," Dr. Taylor said. 
Recipients of f·ISU Research Grants include: 
Dr. Ted Pass, professor of biology, $3,184 for a study entitled "1\n Evaluation 
of Hemodialysis Water Treatment Systems to Prevent Endotoxemia and Bacteremia in 
Dialysis Patients.'' 
Dr. Glenn. Peterson, assistant professor of agriculture and natural resources, 
and Dr. Donald Applegate, Veterinary Technology Program coordinator, $2,785 for a 
study entitled "Evaluation of an Oral Escherichia Coli Bacterin-Vaccine in the 
Prevention of Edema Disease in Sheep." 
Dr. C. Brent Rogers, assistant professor of agriculture, $2,000 for a project 
entitled "Evaluation of Herbicide Safeners on Forage Grass Species." 
Dr. David R. Rudy, professor and chair of the Department of Sociology, Social 




Dr. Barbara Russell, assistant professor of education, $570 for a study 
entitled "Acquisition of Communicative Competence Among LD Children and Adolescents." 
Calvin 0. Lindell, instructor of speech, and Tom E. Scott, assistant professor 
of speech, $525 for a study entitled "Individual Differences in Sensation Seeking 
and Its Relationship to Drug Use." 
HSU's Research and Patent Committee, chaired by Carole Morella, solicits 
proposals for specific projects; reviews them under the University's guidelines, 
and makes funding recommendations to the vice president for academic affairs. 
Creative Production Grant projects should have potential for contributing 
to the professional growth of the faculty member, while Research Grant proposals 
should involve studies that 11ill contribute to the current pool of knowledge. 
Additional information on institutional grants may be obtained fror.1 l·lorella 
in the Office of Research, Grants and Contracts, Ginger Hall 901. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .. UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 26, 1988 
FUR Hlt·IEDif,TE RELE.~SE 
I•IOREHEAD, Ky.--tlorehead State University's Continuing Education Program 
for nursing and allied health professionals is sponsoring a one-day seminar on 
Thursday, March 10. 
The seminar, e11titled Nursing Standards, will be held in the Adron Doran 
University Center beginning at 3 a.m. It is designed to increase the knowledge 
of the 1·egistered nurse in the intent, interpretation and application of Joint 
Cor.1r.lission nursing service standards. 
The training offered in this session will be of special interest to nursing 
administrators, supervisors and charge nurses. The fee is $42 which includes 
handouts and breaks. 
The faculty wi 11 be Shirley tloah of Lancaster, a nurse consultant on qua 1 ity 
assurance and nursing standards . 
• ~11 participants Hill receive continuing education units from IISU. Nurses 
will receive seven contact hours as approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 





UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD.~ 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 26, 1988 
FOR If.II•IED lATE RELEASE 
1-lOREHEAD, KY.--Representatives fror.1 40 school districts in 12 states will 
be on the t~orehead State University car.1pus l·iednesday, .~pril G, to interview alur.1ni 
and current students for teaching positions through the Kentucky Teachers Netv10rk. 
The interviews will be held in Button drill roor.1 fror.1 2 to D p.m. 
Interview sign-ups will begin on Tuesday, March 1, in MSU's Office of Career 
Planning and Placement, located in Allie Young Hall 321. For those unable to 
visit the office, the process may be completed by telepl1one. 
Scheduled to participate in the Kentucky Teachers lleto1~rk are representatives 
froro1 Florida, Georgia, Indiana, l-1aryland, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia and Kentucky. 
Registration and additional information on the types of positions to be 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
Feb. 26, 1938 
FOR I~1HEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY.--The Famous People Players will present the acclaimed Broadway 
hit, "A Little Like f.'lagic," at 1·1orehead State University's Button ,;uditorium 
, ~·at 8 p.m. Saturday, Narch 5. 
Presented as part of the Arts in l·lorehead (AHI) Concert and Lecture Series 
programming, "A Little Like Hagic" features life-size puppets and colorful props 
which are brought to life. through the technique of black light theatre. 
Puppets of Barbra Streisand, Kenny Rogers, Liberace, Michael Jackson and 
others will sing and dance across the stage. Classic tales such as "The Sorcerer's 
Apprentice" will be recreated with music, color, skill and imagination. 
"It's a wonderful evening of enchanting entertainment for children of all 
ages--from six to 60--full of spectacular theatrics," said Dr. Ron Fiel, series 
committee chairman. 
Admission is by season membership or individual tickets which will be available 
at the door at $5 for adults and $2.50 for youth age 13 and younger. 14SU students 
ltith valid I.D. cards \till be admitted free. 
Founded by Diane Dupuy in 1974, The Famous People Players is unusua.l in 
that 10 of its 13 members are developmentally handicapped, demonstrating that, 
given the opportunity, anyone can do anything. 
The Famous People Players have been the subject of numerous television programs 
including a CBS novie-of-the-IJeek, "Special People," which starred Brooke Adar.1s. 
Ann-1·1argaret narrated an Emr.1y Award-l·tinning documentary of the cor.1pany with the 
same name as its Broadway show. The company also has been featured on the Phil 
Donahue Show and CBS' "West 57th Street.'' 
jy 
AII'1 is a cooperative effort of 1·1SU and the 1·1orehead-Rowan County Arts Council. 
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I MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ~PO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
'A LITTLE LIKE f.IAGIC' 
The Toronto-based Famous People Players will recreate the cor.1pany's Broadway 
hit, "A Little Like Magic" at 0 p.m. Saturday, March 5, in Morehead State University's 
Button Auditorium as part of the Arts in Morehead (AIH) 1907-BB Concert and Lecture 
Series. Tickets will be available at the door at $5 for adults and $2.50 for 
youth age 18 and younger. HSU students with valid J.D. cards 1·Jill be adr.Jitted 
free. The musical production features life-size puppets of famous entertainers 
such as llichael Jackson, Barbra Streisand, Kenny Rogers, Liberace and others. 
2-25-88jy 
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